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DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues 
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise, 
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note 
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.

()   Unused  without  gum or regum when stated  o.g.      o.g., n.h.  S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used  P  Plate Block   Block       Cover     Literature   $  Coins or Currency

P  Proof    E  Essay    SP   Specimen  hr.  Hinge remnant    sp.  Short Perf  
SE  Straight edge    B/S  Backstamp    M/S  Matched set   pmog  pencil mark on gum  w/  With    w/o  Without

Bidding Intervals
Bids   Increase  Bids   Increase
up to $50.00  $2.00  $500.00 to   $1500.00 $50.00
$50.00 to $100.00  $5.00  $1500.00 to   $3000.00 $100.00
$100.00 to $300.00  $10.00  $3000.00 to $5000.00 $250.00
$300.00 to $500.00  $25.00  $5000.00 and above $500.00

Auction Agent:
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave. Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone/Fax: 847-823-8747
e-mail CECwiakala@aol.com

Welcome to the First Session of the 454th Public Auction
     
 Welcome to the 1st of the four public auctions scheduled for 2023.  Again, we are offering properties from over 100 consignors. The 
auction should have something for everyone.  There are over 80 US collections and accumulations with suggested bids ranging from 
$60.00 to $3,500.00.  Additionally, there are over 60 cover and picture postcard lots along with more than 20 postage lots, several with 
a probable value of over $1,000.00.  Lastly, there are over 100 sets and singles, many with certificates. The worldwide has many of the 
ever-popular multiple box lots that contain various contents and/or country groupings.  The country collections are notable for the Asia 
and British spread through the section.  The sets and singles are strong in British with many Stanley Gibbons listed varieties.The coin 
section is the best offering in some time.  Not to be overlooked is the U. S. Grant autograph in our usual varied “other collectable” sec-
tion.  This section features a massive model train collection from rural central Michigan assembled over many decades.We look forward 
to hearing from all our customer friends because “there is something for everyone”.
  

Pre-Auction Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, email and phone until 5:00pm (CST) on Friday, February 17th.
Rasdale Live Auction Bidding: Live bidding takes place at 9:00am (CST) on Saturday, February 18th for Session One and Sunday, 
February 19th for Session Two. Phone bidding is not available.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website and updated until Friday, February 17th.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows:
Saturday, February 11th from 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.; Tuesday-Friday, February 14th-17th from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm (CST) every day for lunch.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information on any lot, please contact our office no sooner 
than February 6th but no later than February 15th and we will be pleased to assist you. There are close to 9,700 images on the website. 
Therefore requests for additional scans of any lots are respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery, 37 Chestnut Ave., Westmont, IL 60559

FIRST SESSION INDEX
Saturday February 18th, 2023 9:00 a.m. (CST)

United States, Possessions and United Nations Collections/Accumulations.............................................................................Lots 1-87
United States and General Foreign Collections/Accumulations...............................................................Lots 88-128 
General Foreign Collections/Accumulations.....................................................................................................................Lots 129-239
Topicals Collections/Accumulations.......................................................................................................................................Lots 240-252
Areas Collections/Accumulations..........................................................................................................................................Lots 253-300
Country Collections/Accumulations.....................................................................................................................................Lots 301-526
United States Covers..............................................................................................................................................................Lots 527-565
United States and General Foreign Covers......................................................................................................................Lots 566-573
General Foreign and Topical Covers............................................................................................................................................Lots 574-586
Areas and Country Covers................................................................................................................................................................Lots 587-608
Postcards.........................................................................................................................................................................Lots 609-626
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
2. All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue.  Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected 

by the buyer.  Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots 
together into a new lot.

3. All bids are handled competitively and confidentially.  Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest 
bid.  Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or 
resale of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company.  Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the 
bidding and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith.  
“Buy” bids are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence  that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute.  Any Buyer 
who fails to accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect. 

4. Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00 
are respectfully declined.

5. Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing custom-
ers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale 
Stamp Company.  Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their 
purchases.  Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a 
lot is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently 
in arrears.  In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves 
the right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.

6.  If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be de-
clared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.

7. Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
8. All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments 

will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional 
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for 
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs 
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.

9. A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date.  All attorneys fees, court 
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer.  All 
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing  in the courts of DuPage County, 
Illinois for  any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction.  The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all 
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state.  All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in 
the State of Illinois.  The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful. 

10. A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted. 
Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale 
on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.

11. All lots are sold as genuine.  Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be 
subject to re-certification.  

12. The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization: 
a) The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
b) The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company 

within 21 days of the date of sale;
c) If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to 

Rasdale Stamp Company;
d) Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
e) If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction 

date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period.  Since all lot sales are nor-
mally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider 
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots.  Absent timely notice and request 
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed 
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund 
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.

f) Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer.  However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to  con-
dition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i)  the cost of the certificate, which shall not to 
exceed $50.00;  (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission,  provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the 
same condition as when purchased.

g) No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
13. A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company 

within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions:  1) the lot contains 
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed”  in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by 
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All 
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under 
any circumstances.

14. Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment.  Full payment is defined as cash or cash equiva-
lent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company.  Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to col-
lection and the like.  Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp 
Company.
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COLLECTIONS,  ACCUMUALTIONS 
AND STOCKS

UNITED STATES

1  Like new Scott National album from a quality con-
scious collector who paid attention to centering. The 
strength is in the banknotes some with fancy cancels, early 
commemoratives, early postage dues and officials. better 
items are #10A, 25, 70, 71, 163, 229, 240, J17, J21, J28 
and O60. This one really deserves an extended viewing. 
Enjoy. Cat. 9900.00

2 / Two dealer table books starting with #17 and continu-
ing to #700 with an assortment of air mails. Mint stamps 
with some no gum and regummed and a high amount of 
catalog. The images tell the story so take a close look at 
this lot to find the choice items. S.B. 3500.00

3 / Loaded. Many better items (see images). The nineteenth 
and early twentieth century have many mint and used 
pages and sometime a third page with useful duplication. 
Some of the better items are #14, 17, 29, 36, 38, 67, 120, 
121, 191 and many early mint commemorative issues in 
Columbians, Trans Miss, Pan Am, Louisiana Purchase 
and more. There is no back of the book. Owners catalog 
$ 29,000. Plan for an extended viewing. S.B. 3250.00

4 // A multitude of 1990’s era public and mail auction lots 
from the Rasdale Stamp Company along with a few re-
tail items from a Northeast company to gum up the works. 
Literally hundreds of front of the book, airmail, and back 
of the book plate blocks to sift through. A mixture of both 
NH and OG with a wide range of condition and centering 
can be found. There are several thousands of dollars of 
catalog in addition to over $825 in face bubbling to the 
surface. Easy lot to process and reconstitute 
                                                                     S.B. 2300.00

5 / Highly useful collection balance in a Scott National al-
bum up to the Farley Parks issues.  Though much has been 
removed, there is still significant meat on the bones here.  
The classics are sparse, although there is a pen cancelled 
#1 and a few others.  Pages begin to fill in starting with 
the large banknotes and turns all mint beginning with the 
Columbians.   Nice representation from that point until 
1935 with virtually everything, especially Washington-
Franklins, well centered.   Airs are missing only the Zeps, 
and we see a few dues, E’s, Q’s, and Shanghai’s adding to 
the value.  Finally, there is a complete mint run of ducks 
(RW8 used) from RW1 to 1999.  A solid collection worthy 
of an extended review. S.B. 2000.00

6  United States selection of around seventy-five mint 
Farley issues mainly souvenir sheets having backup in a 
pizza size box. Terrific internet lot. Cat. 1830.00

7 / Three cartons loaded with mini-sheets, albums, year 
books, in glassines and loose pages. Owner states thou-
sands of dollars in uncounted face. This one is well worth 
viewing. S.B. 1800.00

8 / US mint in mounts collection, and face accumulation, 
virtually no 19th century, but highly complete after that to 
2021. Includes all the high face value express mail issues, 
sought after Landmark of America series, like the fountain 
stamp. Lots of Forever. Starts with some Columbians, 
Trans-Miss, 323-330, 1917 Wash-Franklin perf 11 to 30c. 
524, 548, 548-550, 551-573, 581-91, 614-623. Rotary coil 
line pirs, 692-701. Farley, 803-34 Prexies, 103 $5 Ham-
ilton, C1-6, C18. Add in Lots of unmounted mini-sheets 
too. A very nice collection on the first half, and postage 
hoard on the back side. Be patient with the mounts, the 
stamps are in excellent shape, but the mounts are not the 
quality they should be. S.B. 1800.00

9 / Better mint and used stamps with mixed condition. 
Begins with #7 and continues to the Canal Zone, how-
ever, there are a few questionable items. This lot merits a 
close look and choice items will be found so make time 
to view. S.B. 1800.00

10 / Six cartons of shelf clearings from a dealer that focuses 
on foreign.  Better than the usual mixed lot with useful 
items throughout.  A quick look spotted 6 hardcover sheet 
files filled with sheets and blocks starting with the 2 cent 
reds.  Another 6 three ring binders house plate blocks from 
1 to 6 cents collected by number and position.  Pizza type 
boxes contain a myriad of items that might set your heart 
racing.  Juvenile collections, more postage and much more 
await the viewer.  Last, but not least, is a small, flat box 
with a few dozen better items, like 242, 243 mint, 115 
pair mint, 77 mint, officials and more in less than perfect 
condition.  A fascinating lot for the US dealer or collec-
tor. S.B. 1500.00

11  A two-part accumulation. Stamps are in Harris single 
and plate block albums going to 2000. Included is a 
Heritage album plus a well populated mint sheet file. There 
are some better early items and higher denominations plus 
forever stamps in the later material. Owners postage count 
exceeds $3,000.00. Part Two: Hundreds of first day covers 
and a sparsely populated Canadian album and UN albums 
are part of the group. This will be a fun lot to view.  
  S.B. 1500.00

12 / Very clean two volume Scott National. All used strong 
in revenues including first issue, playing card, and many 
ducks. This one really deserves an extended viewing. Dig 
in and enjoy. S.B. 1500.00

13 / A wonderful selection of early U.S. to about 1940 in 
show table books. Commemorative singles and blocks 
highlight this group (see images). Make time to view these 
select items, you will enjoy them. S.B. 1300.00

14 / Small accumulation of 27 different 18th and 19th cen-
tury mint and used on sales cards. Condition mixed, very 
high catalog offered at today’s prices. Easy lot to figure. 
  S.B. 1300.00

15 / Five National binders, with three containing stamps 
and two postal cards. Little pre-1900, though there are 
used Columbians to 30c, Trans Miss to 50c. Also 323-327, 
369 blue paper used, 479-480 used, 630 ss Mint, Kan-Neb 
used, 834, 1053 mint, C1-6 used, C13, C14 zepps mint, 
Legends sheet, C18 used, parcel post set used. A page or 
two of ducks and some confederate at the back. Not with-
standing the nice collection that is ready to be continued 
and augmented, there is $1000+ in postage face modern 
material, includes mint sheets, high values, commems.  
  S.B. 1250.00
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16 / United States collection from 1847 to 2006 in six White 
Ace albums and slipcases in one large carton. Contains 
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets, Includes some better 
items, so check out the copious photos to see what you are 
bidding on. Roughly between $550 to $750 face to count. 
Spotted White Plains and Legions of the West Recall 
sheets. Inspection recommended to fully appreciate this 
selection. S.B. 1200.00

17 / A wonderful selection on dealer counter book pages 
including back of the book. The many images are to entice 
you look at this better group. View and enjoy.  
  S.B. 1100.00

18 / Five volume US collection from earlies to about 1992. 
Two Minkus with the bulk of the postage, a three-ring 
album mostly of booklets, and two volumes of postal 
stationary. US is well represented with classics, Trans 
Mississippi and Columbians to 50c, Prexies including 
$1 varieties, and much else. Also, a US Silver dollar and 
some other change along for the ride. We took lots of 
photographs so dive in. S.B. 1100.00

19 / Wonderful back of the book collection with many better 
items from air mail, to cut squares. Mint and used pages 
with useful duplication can be viewed on the accompany-
ing images. Early air mails stand out as do special delivery, 
parcel post, officials, revenue, and ducks. Owners catalog 
is $9300. Pickings throughout, so make time to view this 
group. S.B. 1000.00

20 / Clean Cut U.S. Collection. Three-volume American 
Heirloom Collection, 1850s to 1997. Mixture of mint and 
used throughout the nineteenth century and then mainly 
mint after the 1890s. Mint material is o.g. or n.h. All 
items are neatly mounted on like-new album pages, with 
penciled in Scott catalog numbers. Should be checked 
for accuracy. Enormous total catalog value, but mixed 
condition. Some items might need an expert’s eye for full 
evaluation. Photos provide an introduction to this lot.  
  S.B. 1000.00

21  Over two hundred tobacco revenues with duplica-
tion. An appealing lot for the revenue collector as their 
condition is better than many. The specialist and others 
interested should make time to view these. S.B. 750.00

22 / Quite the assortment, from proofs to regular issues, to 
revenues and covers. Some early U.S. with proofs plus 
1918-20 Offset Printings is followed by back of the book. 
Revenues dominate with Wine, Fermented Fruit Juice, 
Playing Card, and Rectification Tax Stamps. There is also 
a small selection of Puerto Rican revenues. Collectors and 
dealers will be interested in this selection. Make time to 
view. S.B. 700.00

23 / An interesting group from the mid-twentieth century. 
The mint sheets are in good shape except for a few with 
toning and folds along perforations. Many quality plate 
blocks some are better than normally encountered. Most 
is postage but there are collectable items here and there. 
The 102 sales cards have an assortment from mostly US 
to some foreign. Condition is mixed and inspection is 
suggested. This is a great lot to sort through for variety 
and the occasional gem. S.B. 700.00

24 // An old-time original collector’s collection to 1989. 
Although presentation is not the best there are many bet-
ter items and covers, booklet panes, and plate blocks. A 
careful viewing will highlight the many better issues.  
  S.B. 700.00

25 // United States selection in seven Scott albums having 
stamps from 1870 to 1999 in two cartons. The value is 
in the postage to count in the albums which includes a 
Platinum album as well as roughly $500 face mainly in 
thirty-two and thirty-three sheets in a pizza size box. Also 
additional low value postage having some in sheets in file 
folders, scrap in manila stock pages and unused postal 
stationery in three albums. Readily saleable.  
  S.B. 650.00

26 / Box of Treats. Pizza box of material from the United 
States and its possessions. Includes mint and used, NH 
and hinged, singles, sets, blocks of four, cut squares, 
FDCs, revenues, and better-than-expected subscription 
items. Noticed interesting selection of stamps from 
Hawaii, CSA, etc. High overall catalog value. Mixed 
condition, with most material F-VF. S.B. 650.00

27 / United States plate block collection from 1932-1999 
in five Harris albums in two cartons. Bulk of the value is  
the $1,200 face to count; but does include some philatelic 
items as well. Coming along for the ride in the second 
carton are mostly unused postal stationery, covers FDCs 
(both US & UN). Readily saleable. S.B. 650.00

28 // United States accumulation from the late 19th Century 
to the 1990s in eight cartons. Incorporates thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps having beneficial backup in 
several binders, folders, album pages, brown envelopes, 
small boxes etc. Also involves commemorative panels, 
golden replicas, common FDCs, unused postal stationery, 
small selection of  unopened Showgard black mounts in 
a pizza size box, and a wee bit of useable postage.  
  S.B. 650.00

29 / Attractive accumulation of some classics and some 
mid-century US in a variety of binders and stock pages, 
as well as some covers. Lots of mint, even found a 65c 
Zepp lurking among the airmails. There are good items 
to be found for your collection or to bolster your sales 
table. S.B. 550.00

30 // United States collection in six albums from the 1860s 
to 2018 in two cartons. Value is in the roughly $500.00 
face postage. Also includes some interesting items from 
the late 19th Century to the 1920s. Coming along for the 
ride are several albums of FDCs mainly from the 1970s 
to 1980s.  Searching would be beneficial. S.B. 550.00

31 / Large lot in twelve boxes of covers, FDC and loads of 
stamps. A huge lot ready to be checked for the item you 
need. S.B. 500.00

32 / United States selection in four cartons. Consists of 
Heritage and American Heirloom collections produced 
by a well-known East Coast promotional company from 
the early 1900s to 2021. Incorporates mixed mint and 
used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Value is in 
the approximately $1,000 face which runs basically from 
1990-2021. S.B. 500.00
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33 / A basic U.S. group to about 1939 with early 
commemoratives, air mails and special deliveries condi-
tion is very mixed. There are quality pieces like the mint 
sheets and early plate blocks. Also, many good items for 
the internet dealer. Something for everyone and much to 
be sorted so take time to view. S.B. 500.00

34 / United States collection from 1847 to 1960 in a me-
dium box. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed 
mint and used stamps on computer-generated pages in a 
binder. There are condition concerns particularly on some 
of the classics requiring closer scrutiny.  Please check out 
the scans. Basic collection which might be just up your 
alley. S.B. 450.00

35  United States Federal Duck mint complete collection 
from 1934 to 1987 on White Ace pages in clear mounts 
in a binder. Earlies are mint OG and later issues appear 
to be NH. Nice clean collection ready for continuation.  
  S.B. 450.00

36  Accumulation of over forty full sheets. Includes mostly 
1930’s issues. Notably, as they come, 620, 621, 651, C46, 
651, 398, 614, 615 plus perfed Parks and more. Most have 
some problems such as perf seps., gum bends, stains, etc.. 
Sometimes affecting the plate blocks. S.B. 450.00

37 / US Revenue collection in a specialty album. Moderately 
well filled, but a great entre into this interesting collecting 
area. Documentary, Revenue, Playing Card, Stock Trans-
fer, Wines, Motor Vehicle, Postal Savings, War Savings 
booklets, with some Proprietary items on Springer pages 
in the back. Material and album are very clean and in great 
shape with a diverse selection of material. Ready to be 
continued. Have a look S.B. 450.00

38 / Neat and tidy pedestrian two volume mint and used 
19th, 20th century front and back of the book collection. 
Condition is quite mixed with the White Plain sheet being 
mint no gum. Good group to get started. S.B. 425.00

39 / United States “State Revenue” assortment from various 
decades of the 20th Century in a medium box. Owner’s 
count of 2,100+ mixed mint and used stamps having 
profitable backup in two stockbooks involving New Jersey 
through Wyoming. Mixed condition.  Unusual holding 
which probably took several decades to accumulate. 
  S.B. 425.00

40 / United States collection/accumulation 1847 to 1991 
in one carton. Value is in the postage to count on White 
Ace pages in binders, a pizza size box chock filled having 
mostly thirteen to twenty-nine booklets, two file folders of 
1970s sheets, multiples and a used rudimentary collection. 
Suggested bid should be used as a starting point.  
  S.B. 400.00

41 / United States plate block selection in six clean Scott 
albums having stamps from 1932 to 1994 in two cartons. 
While this selection lacks any better material, still plenty 
of postage to count. Perfect foundation for constructing 
a decent collection. Check it out. S.B. 400.00

42 / Early U.S. Accumulation. Redbox with #102 sales cards 
of earlier mint and used U.S. stamps, Scott #10//900 and 
BOB. Includes Scott #70d with a Philatelic Foundation 
certificate. Overall high catalog value, but at times mixed 
condition. Check fronts and backs. Some items might 
require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Minimal du-
plication. S.B. 400.00

43  An all-mint selection of over a thousand mostly air 
mails starting with C4. Quality material and well worth 
your time to view. S.B. 375.00

44 / A nice selection of mostly mint starting around 1920 
and continuing to 1979. Complete set of Parks, Prexies 
and Famous Americans. Also includes the Five Dollar 
Hamilton (1053). A good beginner collection. Worth a 
view. S.B. 375.00

45 / United States collection that is sparse until the 
banknotes on album pages in a pizza size box. It 
continues to 1940 with a delightful selection of early 
commemoratives (# 230-239, 285-291, 294-299, 323-330 
and a 368 Schermack). Small selection of back of the book 
including revenues and ducks. Take a good look to find 
the sleepers. S.B. 375.00

46 / Binder of Pleasure. Miscellaneous singles, partial sets, 
and complete sets from twentieth century. Mint or used, 
NH or hinged. Housed on good-quality stock pages in a 
three-ring binder. All material identified by Scott catalog 
number, some duplication. Mixed condition, but mostly 
F-VF. S.B. 350.00

47 / Black stock page holding 28 mostly different stamps. 
Almost all have certificates. Some with minor faults, 
mostly F-VF and a few really nice. S.B. 350.00

48 / Accumulation of a couple dozen albums, stockbooks and 
several USPS folding panels of mid-century material, mint 
and used. Loads of glassines, expect duplication. Lots to 
dig through to find your gems. S.B. 300.00

49 / Accumulation of a many dozen albums, stockbooks, 
glassines and dealer cards of mid-century material, mint 
and used. Expect duplication. Lots of clean material.  
  S.B. 300.00

50 / Beautiful accumulation of Black Jacks (#73) with some 
desirable cancellations. Images are of the complete lot. 
Better centered than normally encountered. Plan a little 
extra time when viewing this group. S.B. 300.00

51 / United States booklet pane and full booklet collection 
in a Scott National album from 1926/2002 in a medium 
carton. Value is in the approximately $500 face. Clean 
lot. S.B. 300.00

52 / United States carriers and locals assortment from the 
19th Century in a small box. Comprised of hundreds and 
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having useful, 
educational backup on #102 sales cards identified and 
cataloged by the owner. Majority are reprints or dubious, 
but the knowledgeable bidder will determine how many 
genuine if any items are in this lot. Mixed condition.  
  S.B. 300.00

53 // Three cartons in which the mint and used stationary 
collection makes up the bulk. Loose 3 cent to 6 cent plate 
blocks, the plate block collection and the various other 
postage enhances the value. S.B. 300.00

54 / A mixture of ducks, fish, and a turkey revenues from 
around the country. About half are federal duck issues 
and the remainder are mostly Wisconsin revenues, but 
other states are represented like California and Iowa. 
Junior ducks are included with the selection. Well worth 
your time to view. S.B. 300.00

55  Six unopened coil rolls comprised of Scott 605, 606, 844, 
848, 851 and C37.  Individual stamps catalog $3325 not 
including any premium for line pairs. S.B. 300.00



56 / Dealer’s Stock of Mint U.S. Two-carton lot, post-WWII 
to around 2000. Singles, sets, plate blocks, booklets, 
sheetlets, and sheets. Semi-organized in #102 sales cards, 
binders, folders, mint packs, etc. Excellent condition, 
manageable duplication. Respectable face value, with oc-
casional philatelic add-on value to be considered. Suitable 
for collectors/dealers of modern U.S. stamps and discount 
postage marketers alike. S.B. 300.00

57 // (RW11//RW60) Small group of 24 almost all different 
Federal Duck plate blocks on old auction pages. All except 
the RW11 are NH, just a tad bit of duplication. Centering 
runs from Fine to VF. Very clean and easy lot to figure.  
  S.B. 290.00

58 / Hundreds of old glassines filled with more than a 
thousand stamps to the mid twentieth century. Spot check 
shows mixed condition on the earlies as to be expected. 
Spend a little time looking these over, you may find some 
goodies. S.B. 280.00

59  Errors, freaks and oddities mostly from the Americana 
series.  Includes 1811a, 1616a, 1816b and 1610b along 
with misperfs and color misregistrations.  About 50 items 
in total. S.B. 270.00

60 / Trash and Treasure. Four-carton U.S. lot with plenty 
of variety. Includes three cartons of used bundleware and 
semi-sorted stamps and cut squares from 1935 to 1980s. 
We estimate thousands and thousands of singles and sets in 
F-VF condition. There is also a box of over 2000 baseball 
cards from the 1980s and early 1990s. In addition, there 
are three albums, each with predominantly mint or used 
stamps, nineteenth century to 1990s. Mixed condition. 
We noticed no rarities, but plenty of desirable material 
and useful extras for postage. Should yield a strong inter-
mediate-level collection if combined. Good run of United 
Nations issues along for the ride. Perfect for the philatelist 
who is not afraid of a challenge. S.B. 250.00

61 / United States selection from the late 19th Century to 
roughly the 1970s in two cartons. Entails hundreds and 
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in albums, bind-
ers, and a mint sheet file. Value is in the low value postage 
mainly three to thirteen cents in some sheets and scrap. 
Needs a dedicated postage counter to come up with the 
right number. S.B. 250.00

62 / A pair of Scott National albums to about 1999 whose 
primary attraction is the face value of an estimated $500.  
Some modestly better singles and sets from the 1920’s and 
30’s can also be found.  A quick look is all it will take.  
  S.B. 250.00

63  USPS Souvenir Pages. Two-box lot of hundreds of 
souvenir pages, 1970s to 2000. Appears to be a fairly com-
plete run. Pages are somewhat disorganized, and we find 
material in binders, stacks of loose pages, and purchases 
still in original post office mailing envelopes. F-VF. Also 
includes some 1960s new issue announcements for post 
office bulletin boards. Should be of interest to collectors 
of modern U.S. stamps. S.B. 250.00

64 / US eclectic mix from Washington Franklins to late 20th 
Century. Includes some revenues and multiples. We saw 
some rouletted documentary stamps with plate numbers, 
postcards, etc. Fun lot to look through for that extra bit to 
spice up your collection. S.B. 220.00

65 / (571//715) Consignment remainder assortment of mint 
mostly plate blocks. The 573, 571, and about half of the 
Washington Bicentennials are hinged, the rest are NH. 
Centering varies, easy lot to figure.              S.B. 200.00

66  Collection of #10 and #11 identified by know experts like 
Celler and Chase plus others. A selection of over ninety 
for the specialist or some one beginning the study. Enjoy 
viewing these.                                               S.B. 200.00

67 / One large box filled with many thousands of unsorted 
US precancels. Includes some USPCS catalogs to help 
you start in. Lots of Prexies and Bureau issues. These are 
probably all inexpensive, but they are all interesting and 
full of variety.                                               S.B. 200.00

68 / Well over a thousand banknote stamps the two cent 
are #210 and 213 and the three cent are earlier banknotes. 
Some are on paper with postmarks and many different 
cancellations. The better are the Pittsburg shield, Maltese 
cross,negative numbers and colored star. Also included 
are over 100 banknote covers with the railroad group, 
St. Paul and Pacific, the most interesting. Minneapolis 
and Pittsburgh postmarks are the most common also a 
couple advertising covers. Collector has been putting this 
together for over forty-five years and its time to let go. 
Make time to look at this opportunity.          S.B. 200.00

69 / Massive United States mostly bundleware accumula-
tion in four cartons. Tens of thousands of mainly used 
stamps having tremendous backup roughly from the 
1960s to 1980s. Sweetening this lot is an assortment of 
low value postage to count  basically plate blocks and 
scrap from three to fifteen cents Needs to find a new 
home.                                                            S.B. 150.00

70 / United States precancel and cancel selection from the 
1930s to 1960s in one carton. Thousands of mint and used 
stamps having useful backup organized by states and 
cities in albums or binders. Also includes an offering of 
the collector’s extras. Specialist will enjoy this delightful 
group.                                                            S.B. 150.00

71  Twelve all different duck plate blocks between RW39 
and RW59 and six singles in the same range.  All are F-
VF+ and NH.  Total face $507.                     S.B. 150.00

72  United States “Oleomargarine Tax Paid” revenues 
comprising owner’s count of 390+ used stamps having 
backup in glassines or sales cards in a small box. Identi-
fied and cataloged by the owner using a 2016 Drummond 
catalog value of $1,650. Great lot for the cancellation 
specialist.                                                      S.B. 150.00

73  Large box filled with on and off paper (10 pounds+ net) 
all from the 1930’s into the early 1940’s. Lots of Farley 
and Prexie issues as well as a wide variety of town cancels. 
Recently unearthed since the time it stops.  S.B. 100.00

74  Two large cartons of on and off paper mixture.  Spot-
ted stamps from the 1920’s to “Forevers” among the 
thousands jumbled up.  Great for stamp clubs or someone 
with an unused bathtub for soaking.               S.B. 60.00



CUBA

75 / Attractive five-volume collection from 1860’s to 1980’s, 
in four three ring binders, and a very well filled Minkus 
album. Distinguished by the amount of mint material 
throughout. Strong earlies, and very clean. If Cuba is your 
thing or might be, don’t miss this lot. One of the nicest 
Cuba collections we have seen. S.B. 950.00

PHILIPPINES

76 / One man’s outstanding collection that is for the spe-
cialist or collector ready to make the leap to become a 
specialist. Well populated with quality material and good 
duplication. Includes stamps of the Revolutionary (Agui-
naldo) Government, back of the book and plate blocks. 
Many covers depicting notable events in Philippine history 
are present with other related items. The collection extends 
into the mid-1980s and remounting in a new album will 
do wonders. A great amount of history is present on these 
pages. Inspect and enjoy. S.B. 750.00

77 // Philippines original holding mounted on blank pages 
in four binders from the 1890s to 1946 in a medium box. 
Contains around 200 FDCs, event covers, and postal 
stationery of which about half are from the Japanese Oc-
cupation. Also incorporates several hundred mixed mint 
and used stamps. Appears to have been purchased by a 
military personnel stationed there after the Liberation.  
  S.B. 250.00

RYUKYU ISLANDS

78 / Small group of mint almost all NH Ryukyu Islands. 
Also includes 16 different Mihon issues. Good starter 
bunch. S.B. 60.00

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS

79 / Specialty album very well filled with US Possessions 
including Philippines, Canal Zone, Guam, US Overprinted 
Cuba postal stationary, Danish West Indies, and a nice 
Hawaii selection. Complete booklets, covers, multiples 
and a highly complete Japanese Occupation selection to 
add some spice. S.B. 900.00

80 / Multi volume collection of Palau, Micronesia, Marshall 
Islands and Caroline Islands. Includes some German 
early issue and loads of modern topical interest. Take a 
look to arrive at a good number. S.B. 450.00

81 / United States Possession collection in a Scott Specialty 
album. Several hundreds mixed mint and used stamps 
in full, partial sets, and singles consisting of Canal Zone 
1905-1972 and Philippines 1899-1946. Plenty of spaces 
ready to be filled by any eager Possessions collector.  
  S.B. 250.00

UNITED STATES AND POSSESSIONS

82 / Wonderful selection of U.S. Possessions mostly mint all 
photographed. The air mail plate block album pages have 
many better items concluding in the early 1960s. Also 
included is a Scott Possessions specialty album. A great 
selection that deserves extended viewing. S.B. 270.00

UNITED NATIONS

83 FDC United Nations Love Affair. Two large cartons filled 
with everything and anything related to United Nations 
philately, 1951 to around 2000. Contains several albums 
well filled with popular UN topical treasures, loose 
batches of complete sets in glassines, material on sales 
cards, FDCs, postal stationery, and more. Thousands and 
thousands of items yielding an enormous catalog value. 
Condition is topnotch, and the entire lot is clean, with no 
funky odors. Needs some reorganization, but could soon 
be ready for quick breakdown and resale. S.B. 600.00

84  A moderately populated collection in like-new White 
Ace binders suitable for expansion. The stamps are never 
hinged so this is the perfect starter collection for anyone 
interested in collecting United Nations. Make time to view 
this lot. S.B. 290.00

85 / Three Specialty albums loaded with singles, sheets and 
booklets, 1951 to 2000’s. Appears all mint includes UN, 
and offices in Geneva and Vienna. Huge issue cost.  
  S.B. 250.00

86 //FDC Calling all United Nations aficionados. Five cartons 
roughly from 1951 to the 1980s of thousands of mainly 
mint stamps and FDCs on White Ace pages in binders, 
cover albums and loose having beneficial backup. Very 
clean holding. Fun filled lot and well worth our suggested 
opening. S.B. 200.00

87 / A number of UN collections accumulated by the con-
signor.  Mint, used and mixed on a variety of pages with 
at least 2 mint and 1 used #38 sheets.  Postage, postal 
stationery, and souvenir cards can all be found here.  What 
more could you want from a UN lot? S.B. 120.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN

88 / All inclusive United States and worldwide collections/
accumulation from the late 19th Century through various 
decades of the 20th Century in fourteen cartons.  Tens of 
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having enough 
backup to keep you occupied for months in country 
albums, stockbooks, binders, small boxes, stock, album 
pages, counter books, #102 cards, folder collections, and 
glassines. Become an instant bourse dealer or seller on 
the internet. Set up for easy processing. S.B. 6000.00

89 / Stock put in 102 size sales cards but never offered for 
sale. All medium to better material with very little dupli-
cation. Better quality material that you should take extra 
time to view. S.B. 1900.00

90 / Back room clean out including albums, binders, 
stockbooks, glassines, and loose. There are thousands 
upon thousands of stamps. U.S. and Canada album with 
the Canada album moderately filled. Three Citation al-
bums that are sparsely completed, however, there is much 
material to help filling it. Take a good look and come up 
with the right number. S.B. 1500.00

91 / Around one hundred 102 size sales cards all medium 
to better grade material with almost no duplication. A 
wonderful lot to sort through. S.B. 1050.00
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92 / US and worldwide collection mostly mounted on clean 
high quality pages computer generated in heavy durable 
post binders. The US is in seven Mystic albums, which 
includes postage. The General Foreign is sparsely to mod-
erately filled, strongest areas are Thailand, Netherlands, 
Russia, US, Canada, and PRC.  Lots of album pages here 
to hold your new acquisitions, a good start to a global 
collection. S.B. 1000.00

93 / Around the World. Six-volume somewhat disorganized 
U.S. and general foreign accumulation, mid-nineteenth 
century to 1960s and later. Over 27,000 mint and used 
singles, sets, etc. F-VF throughout. Accurately hinged 
onto usually clean pages in useable binders. Features 
common and occasionally more desirable material. Some 
duplication of pages and stamps. Seems to contain in a 
collector-created jumble what would be a Scott Interna-
tional collection, Parts 1-5. Most countries represented. 
Many pages are well-filled; some are empty.  Along for 
the ride are around 800 stamps in an Old Brown Interna-
tional Stamp Album, 1840-1899, with obvious wear and 
tear. Most binders have a basic inventory written by the 
consignor.  Contents will require review, reorganization, 
and remounting, but its appeal to a traditional collector is 
obvious. Should ultimately yield respectable intermedi-
ate-level collection. S.B. 1000.00

94 / Two boxes of a “Better” accumulation of US and world-
wide in stockbooks and albums. Includes an 1894 Scott 
International with several classics. A couple well written 
up Austria collections, a German Scott Specialty, two 
Germany stockbooks with much modern, a single Laos 
collection with many S/S. Some smaller US collections 
which are very well sprinkled with Washington-Franklin 
and other Bureau issue mint plate number singles. Finally, 
a smaller B-Box full of Glassines with what appear to be 
some decent Worldwide sets. Give this one some time, 
you will be rewarded. S.B. 1000.00

95 // Another philatelic pallet of pleasure the sequel consist-
ing of twenty three cartons from the late 19th Century 
to the 1980s. Tens of thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps having plenty of backup in albums, binders, 
stockbooks, albums, stock, manila pages, small boxes, 
glassines, #102 sale cards, envelopes, on/off paper, FDCs, 
covers, subscription items, etc Sprinkled throughout could 
be some US low value postage. Enough material to satisfy 
your stamps needs for quite some time. Suitable for bourse 
boxes or internet sales. S.B. 800.00

96 / Several remainder albums that are lightly populated 
in the nineteenth century and increases in the twentieth. 
Better items are present and most of the value is in the 
German, German States and German Colonies. Plan a 
little extra time to view this one. S.B. 750.00

97 / Three cartons of clean material in fourteen White Ace 
binders plus an additional binder. One man’s collection 
includes the U.S., United Kingdom, Canada, Channel 
Islands, U.N., and Faroe. The U.S. has a few classics 
including a pen cancel #1 and picks up with a strong 
group of banknotes, good assortment of early cancels, 
Columbians to the fifty cent, Kansas-Nebraska issue and 
a # C18 cover. Canada is mint and used with the other 
collections being mostly mint. This one really deserves 
an extended viewing. S.B. 750.00

98 // United States and worldwide accumulation from the 
late 19th Century to the 1990s in sixteen cartons. Incor-
porates tens of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
having lots of backup in albums, binders, stockbooks, 
albums, stock, manila pages, small boxes, #102 sales 
cards, glassines, envelopes, on/off paper, bundleware, 
subscription items etc. Two cartons contain roughly 1,200 
US First Flight covers from the 1940s to 1970s as well 
as low value US postage sprinkled throughout to count. 
A good bread and butter bulk lot. S.B. 650.00

99 / Two old, moderately filled Scott American albums and 
two binders of mint sheets. The mint sheets start with the 
Army Navy issues of the 1930’s and continues to twenty 
cent stamps. Over a dozen small stock books moderately 
filled with foreign most from Germany and Austria. This 
will be an enjoyable lot to sort through. Worth a view.  
  S.B. 600.00

100 / A red box filled with primarily classics arranged on 102 
size salescards. Huge catalog value (owner’s $150,000) 
with every stamp either damaged, margins cut in, or in 
some cases dubious. Offered cheaply and needs inspec-
tion. S.B. 600.00

101 // United States and worldwide accumulation roughly 
from the late 19th Century to the 1970s in three cartons. 
Contains thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having 
joyful backup in several albums, binders, a stockbook, 
small boxes, envelopes etc. Incorporates a fascinating 
selection of mint British colonies on pages from 1938 to 
1947. Majority are worldwide but includes a slice of com-
mon US that found its way into this lot. Likewise involves 
an interesting assortment of postal history including used 
US postal cards. S.B. 550.00

102 // Massive United States and mostly worldwide accumu-
lation in seventeen cartons from various decades of the 
20th Century ending in the 1980s.  Comprises thousands 
and thousands of mixed mint, common mint, and used 
stamps having ample backup in albums, binders, stock 
pages, plenty of subscription items, and plenty of FDCs 
(many Israel) United Nations etc. Certainly, a holding for 
the adventurous bidder. Go for it. S.B. 550.00

103 // United States and worldwide accumulation in two car-
tons from various decades of the 20th Century ending in 
the 1990s. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed 
mint and used stamps having some backup. Incorporates 
roughly $225.00 United States face in sheets, booklets, 
and scrap, some Canada face plus FDCs, three nice bind-
ers and slipcases of interesting topicals plus miscellany 
which makes this a must-see lot. S.B. 550.00

104 / United States and worldwide accumulation from the 
late 19th Century to the 1990s in six cartons. Thousands 
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having 
gigantic backup in binders, stockbooks, small boxes, 
envelopes etc. Spotted a bird topical organized in small 
stockbooks, several binders, and one large stockbook. Also 
includes a large assortment of US on/off paper modern 
definitions. Culling out the lower end material may result 
in a profitable venture S.B. 550.00
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105 // Begins with a RPO postmark collection including 
train information, Chicago Streetcar covers, foreign train 
stamps and articles. Chicago World’s Fair items plus 
information about the fair. A binder of “Forever” stamps 
adds to the value. Foreign material is included with an 
emphasis on art. An interesting group so plan an extended 
viewing. S.B. 500.00

106 // Nine cartons of United States and worldwide accumu-
lation roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1990s. 
Tens of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having 
bountiful backup in albums, stockbooks, binders, shoe 
boxes etc. Includes two Legends of the West error sheets 
in their original holders as well as a wee bit of US postage. 
Likewise incorporates a small box of interesting but bat-
tered worldwide covers including some WW II censored 
(mainly Brazil).  S.B. 500.00

107 / Five pizza type boxes loaded with hundreds of world-
wide revenues, labels, seals and other rectangular colored 
pieces of paper.  Also includes a binder of Wilkinsburg 
(Pennsylvania) novelty souvenir sheets.  The consignor 
was clueless about most of these so he gave it to us to find 
an appreciative buyer.  If that might be you, a thorough 
review is suggested. S.B. 500.00

108 // United States and worldwide assortment selection from 
the early 1900s to the early 2000s in eight cartons. Tens 
of thousands of mainly US mixed mint and used having 
massive backup in binders, multiple shoeboxes of off pa-
per in glassines organized by Scott numbers, subscription 
items, some FDCs, Event covers, etc. Contains US face 
to count in two Liberty plate block albums and several 
Minkus binders. Needs attentive viewing to come up with 
a comfortable number. S.B. 450.00

109 // Three cartons holding the balance of a consignment. 
There are stamps in starter collections, stockbooks, in 
glassines including new issues plus loose. Items of interest 
encompasses a decent amount of U.S. uncounted postage, 
various Latin America and Australia. S.B. 450.00

110 / Back room clean out of six cartons full of mixed mate-
rial. Sparsely filled albums, first day covers, stamps on 
and off paper. Plenty to sort through so dig in.  
  S.B. 450.00

111 / Five cartons of this and that. Scott International albums 
plus Harris and other U.S.. Quite a few stock books and 
loose material to sort through. Saw better items here and 
there. This group is well worth your time. S.B. 400.00

112 / Two old moderately filled Scott American albums and 
two binders of mint sheets. The mint sheets start with the 
Army Navy issues of the 1930’s and continues to twenty 
cent stamps. Over a dozen small stock books moderately 
filled with foreign most from Germany and Austria. This 
will be an enjoyable lot to sort through. Worth a view.  
  S.B. 375.00

113 // Interesting mix of U. S. and worldwide stamps and 
covers. U.S. covers are both with stamps and stampless. 
The material is from the nineteenth century with France, 
Russia, and Australian provinces are well represented. 
There are two Great Britain #1s. Make time to look at 
this lot. S.B. 375.00

114 // United States and worldwide assortment from the late 
19th Century to the 1990s in nine cartons. Encompasses 
thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
having lots of backup in albums, binders, stockbooks, 
albums, stock pages, packets, glassines, envelopes, 
subscription items, US FDCs etc. Could be a fun sorting 
lot. S.B. 350.00

115 / United States and worldwide accumulation from the 
late 19th Century to the 1990s in six cartons. Thousands 
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having enor-
mous backup. Four of our largest cartons contain mainly 
shoeboxes of on/off paper material useful for bargain 
boxes or a dime table. Rudimentary United States and 
Canada collections in Minuteman and White Ace albums 
as well as extra world material in stockbooks and binders 
greet the viewer. Worth a peek. S.B. 350.00

116 / United States and worldwide selection from the 1880s 
to the 1970s in three cartons. Thousands and thousands 
of mixed mint and used stamps having enormous backup. 
Most of the value is in the three-volume Master Global 
albums from the 1880s to 1960. Also includes small boxes 
of on/off paper and similar material which will be useful 
for filling bargain bourse boxes. S.B. 350.00

117 // United States and worldwide selection from the 
late 19th Century to mostly the 1970s in five cartons. 
Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in six clean, 
sparsely populated Scott International albums, one France 
Specialty album plus several other albums, binders, and 
stockbooks Two of our largest cartons contain cigar boxes 
of common US and worldwide material having enormous 
backup, useable US unused postal stationery as well as 
miscellany with some running to the 1990s. Worth explor-
ing. S.B. 350.00

118 / Tens of thousands mostly sorted by Scott number in 
glassines. Includes nearly all lower valued issues with an 
occasional medium item.  Good cancel hunting.  
  S.B. 325.00

119 / Twenty banker boxes of United States and worldwide.  
Gigantic assortment mainly from the early 1900s to around 
the 1980s. Comprises tens of thousands of common mixed 
mint and used stamps having immense backup in small 
boxes, some counter books, glassines, envelopes, stock, 
manila, album pages, baggies of on/off paper etc. Patience 
and a little sorting may be rewarding. S.B. 300.00

120 / United States and worldwide massive accumulation 
from various decades of the 20th Century in twenty 
banker boxes. Contains tens of thousands of common 
mixed mint and used stamps having enormous backup 
in some albums, stockbooks, counter books, glassines, 
album, stock pages, envelopes, baggies of on/off paper, 
small boxes etc. Terrific for building bourse bargain 
boxes. S.B. 290.00

121 / United States and worldwide holding in five cartons. 
Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
having plenty of backup in stockbooks, binders, albums, 
subscription items golden replicates, small boxes wee bit 
of US low value postage, etc. roughly from the late 19th 
Century to the 1980s.  A thought-provoking lot having the 
potential for some profits. S.B. 250.00

122 / Three cartons filled with sparsely filled albums. Moder-
ate to well filled stockbooks accompany the albums. Take 
a look. S.B. 250.00
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123 / United States and worldwide gargantuan assortment 
mainly from the late 19th Century to the 1900s in twenty-
four banker boxes. Encompasses tens of thousands of 
common mixed mint and used stamps having huge backup 
in small boxes, a few albums, glassines, envelopes, stock, 
manila, album pages, baggies of on/off paper, loose etc. 
Tailor made for a sorting fiesta. S.B. 200.00

124 / US and Worldwide mixture of stuff.  Lots of on paper 
material, covers, and several bundles of picture postcards. 
A great occupation because winter isn’t over yet.  
  S.B. 200.00

125 / A useful group consisting of early U.S., officials, rev-
enues, Hawaii, and miscellaneous covers. Much of it is 
loose but there are goodies throughout. Small amount of 
foreign including early Canada. Condition is mixed but 
well worth your time to view. S.B. 180.00

126 / United States and worldwide original selection mounted 
on blank pages in three binders from the 1890s to 1950s in 
a medium box. Entails hundreds of mostly mint but some 
used in full, partial sets, and singles having useful backup. 
Majority is United States containing mostly common but 
interesting material. Take a glance; you might like it.  
  S.B. 150.00

127 / United States and worldwide selection with hundreds 
and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having 
backup from the early 20th Century to the 1970s in one 
carton. Involved two different rudimentary sparse United 
States Scott and Mystic albums having mostly used stamps 
and six-year sets from the 1970s. Foreign consists of two 
binders, one having Germany and some Danzig and the 
other mainly Romania and Russia. S.B. 100.00

128  Office Pick Up Required   United States and world-
wide mixture in two large plastic tubs consisting of one 
each from both areas. Tens of thousands of mostly used 
stamps greet the viewer. Donation lot from the Sisters of 
St. Francis in Joliet, Illinois and proceeds will go to their 
mission in Brazil. S.B. 50.00

GENERAL FOREIGN

129  All mint stock of primarily complete sets and upon quick 
inspection to be mostly NH. Neatly organized in several 
hundred glassines. Strong in the 1950’s and 1960’s with 
lots of British and French colonials. Also of note are the 
many Korean souvenir sheets. A real money maker.  
  Cat. 16,000.00

130  Souvenir sheet stock in 15 counterbooks. Almost all 
NH. Set up for easy resale, or to find those missing items 
in your world-wide collection. Cat. 16,000.00

131 / Binder of Delights. One small binder filled with over 
eighty desirable singles and sets. All material is identi-
fied by issuing country, catalog number and value, con-
dition, and selling price. Strong presence of Canada and 
provinces. Some items might require an expert’s eye for 
full evaluation. Mixed condition, but mainly F-VF.  
  Cat. 12,500.00

132 / Tasty Tidbits from Abroad. Ten small binders filled 
with approximately five hundred mint and used singles 
and sets. Most items are identified by issuing county, 
catalog number and value, and condition. Strong presence 
of British Commonwealth, French overseas territories and 
possessions, and Asia. High overall catalog value. Some 
items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. F-
VF, with an abundance of MNH material. S.B. 6000.00

133 / Dealers stock arranged on 102 size cards but never 
offered for sale. All medium to better items with low 
duplication. A clean selection with owner’s catalog at 
$31,000. Make time to look at this desirable material. 
  S.B. 3000.00

134 / Quality material stock put in 102 size sales cards but 
never offered for sale. All medium to better items with 
little duplication. This one really deserves extra time to 
view. S.B. 2500.00

135 / Dealer table country envelopes filled with thousands of 
stamps. One outstanding group is Norway which includes 
covers. Something here for every collector. Owners retail 
$4386.00. Make time to look through these.  
  S.B. 1600.00

136 / A-Z countries in 25 Scott Internationals to the early 
1990’s. Mint and used in the early years. Much of the 
later mint in mounts. Some fair amount of US, China, 
Mexico, Montenegro, Norfolk Island, Russia, as well as 
Germany, Papua, and Caribbean. Each album seems to 
have one country that was the collector’s favorite. Great 
opportunity to aggressively expand or reoffer as country 
collections. Our reserve at less than $100/album seems a 
bargain. S.B. 1500.00

137 / One man’s collection in twelve albums and binders, 
seven of them are Scott Specialty albums with various 
countries pages to around 1960. Belgium, Germany and 
colonies, Luxembourg, Russia, Liechtenstein, Switzer-
land, Netherlands, Italy, and Greece are well represented. 
The greater part of the collection is mint with desirable 
sets and souvenir sheets. Well worth your time to view.  
  S.B. 1500.00

138 / Collections in six Scott Specialized albums in like new 
condition: including Australia and States, New Zealand, 
Ireland, Great Britain, Switzerland, and British colonies. 
These are wonderful collections to continue. Make time 
to view. S.B. 1500.00

139 / A-Z collector’s collection in nineteen Minkus Supreme 
Global albums from the late 19th Century to the late 
1970s in six cartons. Thousands and thousands of mixed 
mint, used, and CTO stamps in full, partial sets, singles, 
and souvenir sheets. Terrific clean collection ready for 
sale by the album or for constructing country folders. 
  S.B. 1400.00

140 / Eleven volume Scott International set Parts I through 
V. Well represented with the usual areas in the earlies, less 
so in later Parts. Manchukuo, Iraq, etc. fairly consistent 
contributors. Albums in decent shape. Take a look to see 
what might fit your collection. S.B. 1200.00
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141 / Six volume collection to 1964. Thousands and thousands 
with nearly all used. A nice clean group (see images) that 
can be built upon. Make time to view. S.B. 1200.00

142 // Mixed worldwide lot with albums and stock books 
including foreign and U.S. covers. Thousands and thou-
sands of stamps in the pizza boxes to help fill the albums. 
A ready-made project for the collector. Well worth your 
time to view. S.B. 1200.00

143 / Six volume Master Global collection of thousands with 
mint. British area is strong, especially Canada. Other 
countries with presence are China, Belgium, Austria, Ja-
pan, Sweden and more. Make extra time to view these.  
  S.B. 1200.00

144 / Dealer’s closet cleanout filling two of our largest car-
tons. Upon reboxing we spotted worldwide duck stamps, 
a well filled stockbook of mint NH Burundi, a sparsely 
filled three volume Scott international collection, stamps 
in envelopes you can’t see into, three volume Israel collec-
tion, various other smallish collections, along with a few 
better items left in to incite excessive bidding. This was 
packed away over the course of many years, to where the 
owner didn’t really remember or care what was there.  
  S.B. 1100.00

145 / Dealer’s stock put up on 102 size sales cards but never 
offered for sale. A wide assortment with an owners catalog 
of $8100., that will appeal to world collectors as well as 
dealers. Make extra time to view this group.  
  S.B. 1100.00

146 / Worldwide selection from the late 19th Century to 
various decades of the 20th Century roughly ending in 
the 1970s in seven cartons. Thousands and thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps having abundant backup in 
binders, several albums, glassines, stock/album pages 
etc. Includes seven old-style counter books having ap-
proximately 1,000 low values mainly used Scandinavia 
and around 150 heavily remaindered folder collections.  
Useful and well worth a look. S.B. 1000.00

147 / Seven cartons of philatelic frolic.  Wide variety of clas-
sics to modern, A to Z, in albums, on pages, in glassines 
and every other conceivable storage method.  A quick 
perusal spotted a stockpage of  2 to 3 dozen Cape triangles; 
a pile of Belgium new issues still in the shipping enve-
lopes; several topical groupings including much Europa; 
13 counter books of modest worldwide – including one 
that is all China; a couple world collections; better Swiss 
souvenir sheets – need we go on?  A valuable and fun lot 
sure to attract much attention. S.B. 1000.00

148 / Many hundreds of stamps on stock pages, in glassines 
and on stock cards kind of just heaped in a pizza size 
box. Looks like someone was eventually going to get to 
it. Probably looked like too much work. Includes many 
mint NH sets, classics and Scott unlisted. A tough lot to 
figure. S.B. 1000.00

149 / Worldwide Treasure. Two shoebox-size clear plastic 
containers filled with mint and used singles, sets, souvenir 
sheets, etc. in glassines. Most items are identified by coun-
try of issue and Scott catalog number. Strong in desirable 
material from Europe and Asia, with a high overall retail 
value. Topnotch condition. Some items might require an 
expert’s eye for full evaluation. S.B. 1000.00

150 / Sixteen of our cube boxes of albums, stockbooks, 
stockpages, over a hundred such in this hoard. Mint and 
used, with strength in Europe, Germany, good DDR and 
Berlin. A US Liberty with 834, Farleys, 614-619. A train 
and a music topical collection. A fantastic lot for the world 
collector or dealer to breakdown. Our reserve of under $30 
a box, can’t go wrong. S.B. 1000.00

151 / Large accumulation from one seller. Heavily worldwide, 
with strength in Germany. Albums, sheets, sets, a huge 
amount of loose and in glassines. A certifiable sorter if 
ever there was one. Lots of fun in here if you like to look 
through large accumulations for the gems you need. Take 
a look. S.B. 1000.00

152 / Wonderful worldwide selection from the 1870s to the 
1960s in two cartons. Thousands and thousands of mixed 
mint and used stamp in full, partial sets, and singles in 
seven Scott International albums. Collector organized 
albums mostly by regions including Asia, Eastern, West-
ern Europe, and Africa. Readily saleable at our suggested 
bid. S.B. 950.00

153 / A very good accumulation with serviceable Scott 
Specialty albums. Strength is in Germany, Greece and 
Canada and other countries are well represented. A good 
group to build upon. Make some time to view.  
  S.B. 900.00

154 / A wonderful accumulation to sort through. Includes in 
approximate order of value, Turkey, Hungary, Israel, and 
then various British colonies. Populated with sets, singles 
and back of the book that will attract many viewers. Well 
worth viewing. S.B. 850.00

155 / Aggregation of worldwide from the late 19th Century 
to the 1990s in seven cartons. Tens of thousands of 
mixed, mint, used, CTO stamps in binders, stockbooks, 
and several albums having plentiful backup. Some mate-
rial is promotional topical geared to the casual collector 
while other material is philatelic. Spotted two stockbooks 
of Poland plus a neat International album. Beneficial and 
worth a look. S.B. 800.00

156 // Worldwide accumulation from the early 1900s to the 
1990s packaged into eight of our largest cartons. Tens of 
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having enjoy-
able, profitable backup in stockbooks, binders, counter 
books, small/medium boxes, on/off paper, stock, album, 
counter pages, loose plus FDCs. Dive in, have some fun 
and make a profit too. S.B. 800.00

157 / Worldwide fascinating selection from the late 19th 
Century to the 1980s in three cartons. Thousands and 
thousands of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, 
and singles, having useful backup. Incorporates five small 
plastic tubs organized by country by the owner mainly 
on stock cards who attempted to place value on them. 
Entails China, Korea, Japan, Western Europe, Scandina-
via. Likewise includes several stockbooks and binders of 
Scandinavia plus miscellaneous. You will not go wrong 
searching this lot. S.B. 800.00
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158 / Classics in Abundance. Four-volume Scott Internation-
al collection, Parts 1-4, 1840s to late 1950s. Over 12,000 
mint and used singles, sets, etc. Mainly beginning- or 
intermediate-level material. Admirable condition. Volume 
One contains around 7,000 stamps; Volume Two, 2,400; 
Volume Three, 2,500; and Volume Four, 900. All items 
fastidiously mounted or hinged onto relatively clean pages 
in serviceable binders. Charming attempt at worldwide 
coverage and ready for a new owner with new energy. 
  S.B. 800.00

159 / Philatelic Delicacies. Small box with over ninety 
glassines containing sought-after singles and sets from 
abroad, nineteenth century to post-WWII period. Mint 
and used, with occasional partial sets. Includes a Canal 
Zone Scott #22e, expertized by PSE. Generally F-VF. 
Everything identified and priced. High overall catalog 
value. A few items might require an expert’s eye for full 
evaluation. Neat comprehensive foreign offering.  
  S.B. 750.00

160 / Dealer’s stock in seventy 102 sales cards of medium 
to better grade material. Quality items that are strong in 
European colonies. Make time to view this one.  
  S.B. 750.00

161 / Over a dozen stockbooks and binders filled with stamps 
plus a couple of albums. The images are representative and 
note the two censored covers. Enjoy viewing this group. 
  S.B. 750.00

162 / Worldwide Extravaganza. Three-box lot containing 
a foreign philatelic feast. There are seven volumes of 
worldwide collections packed with a mixture of mint and 
used, common and uncommon singles, sets, and souvenir 
sheets. Thousands and thousands of stamps in acceptable 
or better condition. Pages are clean but showing some wear 
and tear. There are also fifteen deluxe year sets from Great 
Britain, 1984-1996 and 1998-1999, with a recent catalog 
value of over $400. Sorting, organizing, eliminating 
duplicates, and remounting all material in this lot should 
yield a stamp club conversation starter. S.B. 700.00

163 / Forty-four Scott International albums having pages 
from the 1937 to 2017 in twelve cartons. Cannot tell if 
a complete set or not, so take that fact into account when 
bidding. Around half of the albums are devoid of stamps 
and the remaining are populated sparsely while having 
a few pockets of common mixed mint and used stamps. 
Overall, roughly hundreds and hundreds of stamps mostly 
on clean pages ready for filling up.  Instant worldwide col-
lection having the album. All you need are the stamps.  
  S.B. 650.00

164 / Worldwide collection/selection from the late 19th Cen-
tury to 1990 in six cartons. Tens of thousands of mixed 
mint and used stamps in albums, binders, and stockbooks 
having ample backup. Incorporates an A-Z packed collec-
tion in mismatched binders having black tape on the edges 
containing lots of popular countries including China. Other 
album brands are present not related to the collection. 
Take your time to view as this holding is well worth your 
attention. S.B. 650.00

165 / A-Z collection in fifteen Scott International albums 
from the 1870s to the early 1970s in five cartons.  
Encompasses thousands and thousands of mixed mint 
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Core 
collection is in ten albums while the other five have con-
centration from the 1950s to 1970s from various areas 
having some duplication from this time frame. Not to be 
missed. S.B. 650.00

166 / General Foreign Wingding. One pizza box filled with 
choice singles and sets from around the world. Most 
items are identified by Scott number and value. Mix of 
mint and used; modern and classic; topical and traditional. 
We noticed a compact collection of Belgian Congo, a 
stockbook of popular mint items, pages of used German-
Berlin commemoratives, extended sets on stock cards, a 
GB Scott #33 plate number holding, a few booklets, etc. 
Well suited for incorporation into a sophisticated collec-
tion or for display in a dealer’s retail stock. Photos show 
selected highlights. S.B. 650.00

167 / Five cartons of worldwide philatelic enjoyment. In-
volves tens of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
having backup roughly from the late 19th Century to 
various decades of the 20th Century roughly ending in 
the 1970s. The meat of this holding is three Scott Inter-
national albums consisting of packed Latin America from 
the 1870s to 1960, Western Europe from 1945-1968, and 
Kuwait, Iraq, and Pakistan from 1947-1965 as highlights 
in the third album. Also incorporates 10,000 mostly used 
stamps in sales books, small boxes of on/off paper, United 
Nations, binders, etc. Pickings throughout. S.B. 650.00

168 / Plump International Junior plus two other Harris 
albums with good runs of Malta, Mexico, Vatican, and 
more (see images). Thousands of stamps for your viewing 
pleasure. S.B. 650.00

169 / Nine volume Citation album collection generally to 
1970’s. Strongest areas include the usual Poland, Hun-
gary, Russia with a few out-of-the-way areas including 
Malagasy Republic, Paraguay, Uruguay, etc., Some decent 
picking in this bunch. Have a look. S.B. 650.00

170 / Over 16,000 different in eight Minkus Global albums 
from A to Z with issues through the mid-1980s. Most 
of the usual countries are well represented like Russia, 
India, and Germany. China and PRC are present. A great 
collection to build upon. Well worth a look. S.B. 600.00

171 / The good the bad and the useful on stock pages and 
in albums. Scott international, Minkus Global, and a 
Scott Junior are sparsely to moderately filled with a little 
duplication among the albums. Stock pages and loose 
pages have complemented the albums. Internet and show 
dealers making lists or country folders should take a good 
look at this group. S.B. 600.00

172 // Worldwide accumulation from the late 19th Century 
to the 1990s in three cartons. Thousands and thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps having ample backup mainly 
in binders, stockbooks, glassines, etc.  Includes a Cayman 
Islands from 1907-1995, Philippines from 1920s-1990 on 
album pages. Likewise includes some useful US postage 
in promotional pages, US and Canada mostly uncacheted 
FDCs. A thoroughly interesting lot worthy of viewing.  
  S.B. 600.00
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173 / Three cartons of worldwide collections from 1850 to the 
1960s. Contains thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
mainly on computer-generated pages in a fifteen binders 
or albums. Incorporates Scandinavia, Netherlands and 
colonies, Luxembourg, German colonies, some French 
African colonies, Wallis and Futuna, Belgium in a Scott 
specialty album,  etc. Set up for easy processing.  
  S.B. 600.00

174 / Countries selection in two cartons. Incorporates thou-
sands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, singles and souvenir sheets in ten albums in two 
cartons. Includes Croatia 1991-96 in a Lindner hingeless 
album, Czechoslovakia/Bohemia-Moravia 1919-1947 in 
a remaindered Lighthouse album on quadrille pages, and 
one each Minkus album for Hungary 1871-1981, Austria 
1850-1980, Australia 1919-1992, and Mexico 1856-1983. 
Likewise involves two Safe hingeless albums for Liech-
tenstein 1964-1997 and two White Ace albums for Vatican 
1929-1988. No key stamps but plenty of fascinating mate-
rial ready to be added to your worldwide collection.  
  S.B. 600.00

175 / Six carton philatelic wonderment selection from the 
late 19th Century to the 1990s. Tens of thousands mixed 
mint and used stamps having beneficial backup in albums, 
binders, album pages, small boxes containing mainly 102 
sales cards, glassines etc. Collections consists of United 
Nations mint in a Scott album from 1951-2001, Ghana 
mint in two White Aces albums and slipcases from 1958-
1986 and a Statesman mixed mint and used album. Most 
useful offering nicely set up for easy processing.  
  S.B. 600.00

176 / Consignment as received in two cartons. Includes a very 
clean three volume Master Global collection, stockbooks 
of worldwide with notable modern mint NH Germany, 
Vatican, San Marino plus Italy and areas with valuable 
States and Libya. The Globals deserve continuation, the 
rest has plenty of better items to discover. S.B. 600.00

177 / A broad selection of mostly mint material with many 
souvenir sheets. If your interest is souvenir sheets this 
is the lot for you. View the images or better come in to 
view. S.B. 550.00

178 / General Foreign Pageant. One pizza box filled with 
choice singles and sets from around the world. Many 
items are identified by Scott number and value. Mix of 
mint and used; modern and classic; topical and traditional. 
We noticed significant nineteenth-century and later Cana-
dian/Provinces stock, 1970s material from Scandinavian 
countries, intriguing Italian state issues and other desirable 
items (if genuine), modern topical stamps, and more. Some 
stamps might need an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Well 
suited for incorporation into a sophisticated collection or 
for display in a dealer’s retail stock. Photos show selected 
highlights. S.B. 550.00

179  Should be all mint never hinged sets and souvenir 
sheets. Popular issues like the United Nations flag issue 
are included. Well worth your time to view. S.B. 550.00

180 / Worldwide selection from the late 19th Century to 
2000 in a small box. Consists of three counter books hav-
ing roughly 175 pages containing mint and used stamps 
mostly in full sets and singles. First book is Germany-
Gibraltar owner’s catalog value of $2,029, second book 
Great Britain-Guinea owner’s catalog value of $2,066, and 
third book Haiti- Italy owner’s catalog value of $2,886. 
Ready to sell at a percentage either by the page or by the 
book. S.B. 550.00

181 / Worldwide selection mainly from the late 19th Cen-
tury to 1980s in a small box. Consists of three counter 
books having roughly 185 pages containing mint and 
used stamps mostly in full sets and singles. First book 
is Jamaica-Montserrat owner’s catalog value of $2,182, 
second book Natal-El Salvador owner’s catalog value of 
$2,038, and third book San Marino-Zululand owner’s 
catalog value of $2,329. Sell at a percentage either by the 
page or by the book. S.B. 550.00

182 / Consignment balance in two boxes. Includes thousands 
of all different in glassines, little folder country collec-
tions, stamps in a few hundred sales pages etc.. Would be 
a great lot for someone who wants to fill up a worldwide 
collection. S.B. 500.00

183 / Foreign Oh-So-Fine Collection. Two groupings of Scott 
International album pages with over 13,000 stamps. A to 
C and H to N countries; clean pages and serviceable bind-
ers. Various dates, especially nineteenth century through 
post-WWII period. Mixed mint and used in singles and 
sets. Minimal duplication. Many stamps valued $20-$50 
each; over thirty stamps worth $50-$600 each. Enviable 
condition. S.B. 500.00

184  Eight collections to the 1990s attractively mounted on 
album pages. Some of the better ones are Macao, Mo-
zambique and Togo. A clean group ready to build upon. 
Well worth your time to view. S.B. 500.00

185 / Banker’s box filled with material on 102 sales cards, 
stock pages and glassines. The majority are from Eastern 
Europe, but other items are included. Good condition and 
worth your time to view. S.B. 500.00

186 / Mix of country collections, circuit books, thousands 
of stamps mounted on loose pages, in albums, and in 
stockbooks. Also includes an interesting group of World 
War II German covers. This is a great lot to sort through. 
Make time to view. S.B. 500.00

187 / Probably the most fun lot in the sale!  715 cubic inches 
of sorting delight.  Worldwide stamps in glassines, on 
album pages and, most importantly, on many dozens of 
dealer cards.  As the photos show, there are loads of items 
cataloging $25 and up.  Condition varies but most are F-
VF or better.  Valuable for dealer or collector.  
  S.B. 500.00

188 / Consignment as received consisting of a few thousand 
familiar stamps mounted on Scott pages in 10 thick 
3-ring binders.  Useful Canada and China (including a 
bit of PRC) among others can be found.  Also includes a 
quite full collection of “100 Years of Scouting”, a Prin-
cess Diana collection, and a nearly empty Minkus Global 
album. S.B. 500.00
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189 / All pre-1973 collected mint and used. Noted Australia 
Kangaroos, many classic 19th century earlies and some 
high value Cape of Good Hope Triangles. Good British 
Commonwealth, including Jubilee sets. Nice batch of 
stamps can be expanded, broken up, remounted. Lots of 
pickings here. S.B. 500.00

190 / An old international album with many better items. 
The material is from the nineteenth century and many 
countries are well represented. Remounting in a new 
album would do wonders. A careful viewing is suggested 
to appreciate. S.B. 500.00

191 / A delightful selection spanning many years, from early 
used to fresh recent material including the many souvenir 
sheets. Take your time viewing this one. S.B. 475.00

192 / Worldwide selection roughly from the late 19th Cen-
tury to the 1980s in twelve cartons. Incorporates tens of 
thousands of mixed common mint and used stamps having 
plenty of backup in country collections on albums pages 
and binders as well as small boxes of miscellaneous. Also 
entails massive amount of CTO sheets (Hungary, Russia, 
Indonesia etc) with some still in their shipping wrapping, 
bundleware, and on/off mixture. Needs to find a new, 
appreciative home. S.B. 450.00

193 / Quality material in 102 size sales cards. All medium to 
better singles and sets. A wonderful lot worth your time 
to view. S.B. 450.00

194 / Mostly mint with much never hinged. Many sets and 
souvenir pages included. Make some time to view.  
  S.B. 450.00

195  Mostly a never hinged wholesale group with a huge 
catalog total. Clean group with useful duplication. Take 
time to view. S.B. 450.00

196 / General Foreign Celebration. One pizza box filled 
with choice singles and sets from around the world. 
Most items are identified by Scott number and value. Mix 
of mint and used; modern and classic; topical and tradi-
tional. We noticed modern-day African topical treasures, 
folklore-themed items, Central and South American stock, 
numerous flashy souvenir sheets, pre-1940 European clas-
sics, etc. Well suited for incorporation into a sophisticated 
collection or for display in a dealer’s retail stock. Photos 
show selected highlights. S.B. 450.00

197 / Worldwide confection carefully curated. Singles, sou-
venir sheets, a few booklets and lots of other material to 
fill your gaps or add to your sales boxes. Dive in.  
  S.B. 450.00

198 / Large WW lot in albums and stock books with the most 
value in Canada.  Lots of material to sort through, and for 
sure unpicked by us. S.B. 400.00

199  Worldwide mix of singles and sets on stock pages, 
glassines and other dealer stock cards. Some early, some 
more modern, something for everybody. Photos give a 
good idea. S.B. 400.00

200  Mainly never hinged sets with useful duplication. An 
opportunity for an internet dealer or for making lists. 
Spend some time viewing these. S.B. 400.00

201 / Tens of thousands of stamps in glassines much of it fresh 
mint items. Favors topical collectors with a good amount 
of useful duplication. Great for the internet or for making 
lists. Well worth a view. S.B. 400.00

202  Accumulation of very modern sets, souvenir sheets 
and booklets. Topical collectors might be interested in 
the birds on stamps selections.  A clean assortment that 
is worth a view. S.B. 375.00

203  General Foreign Souvenir Sheet Reserve. Over 500 
post-WWII souvenir sheets from around the world. Top-
notch condition, MNH. Manageable duplication. Carefully 
arranged in a serviceable stockbook. We noticed many 
different topics, including Disney, famous people, Boy 
Scouts, athletics, space, animals, religion, stamps on 
stamps, butterflies, folklore, buildings, etc. Take a look. 
  S.B. 375.00

204 / Thirty-two-page stockbook that is almost completely 
filled with mostly European colonials. A clean lot of over 
2800 stamps. Make time to view this selection.  
  S.B. 375.00

205 / Three Scott specialized albums containing mostly 
European material. Some areas more populated than 
others with quality material. Good group to expand upon. 
Inspect and enjoy. S.B. 375.00

206 / Worldwide A-W selection of non-listed Scott but listed 
in various worldwide catalogs from the numerous decades 
of the 20th Century to the 1970s in a red box. Roughly 700 
mixed mint and used stamps organized on #102 sale cards 
having some backup. Includes French, British colonies, 
Germany etc. Clean grouping ready for the specialist.  
  S.B. 350.00

207 / Worldwide assortment from the early 1900s to the 
1980s in three cartons. Contains thousands of mixed 
common mint and used stamps having useful backup in 
around twenty old counter books, several albums, folders, 
glassines, and loose making this a gambler’s lot.  Needs 
the right marketing approach to make this a profitable 
endeavor. S.B. 350.00

208 / Worldwide holding roughly from the early 1900s 
to various decades of the 20th Century in a medium 
box. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed 
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and 
souvenir sheets having some backup. Involves Sweden 
mostly mint but also a few used coils, booklets, singles, 
and pairs organized in a binder owner’s catalog value 
of $1,300, stockbook of Denmark and Jamaica owner’s 
catalog value of $675 and $506 respectively, envelope 
of Central African Republic three sets of mint souvenir 
sheets #1716-30 owner’s catalog value of $571 and an 
envelope of miscellaneous worldwide on stock pages 
owner’s catalog value of $613. S.B. 350.00

209  All mint and mostly a never hinged mixed lot. Strong 
in Europe including a significant amount of Italian AMG. 
A wonderful group to sort through. Take some time to 
view. S.B. 350.00

210 / Huge catalog total with many never hinged sets. You 
will enjoy sorting through these. S.B. 350.00

211  Most are never hinged and there is little duplication. 
Well worth viewing. S.B. 350.00

212 / Worldwide A-Y selection of non-listed Scott varieties 
from the late 19th Century to the 1960s in a red box. 
Around 700 mixed mint and used stamps organized on 
#102 sale cards having some backup. Great lot for the 
specialist having perforation, overprint, color shades 
etc. S.B. 350.00
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213 / The Scott album includes the “N-P” countries to late 
1920s. Includes a few hundred different mounted on clean 
Scott official pages. Wonderful selection that will appeal to 
a serious collector for continuation. Inspect and enjoy.  
  S.B. 325.00

214  A clean group that is mainly sets, mint sheets and souvenir 
sheets. S.B. 325.00

215 / General Foreign Extravaganza. One pizza box filled 
with choice singles and sets from around the world. 
Some items are identified by Scott number and value. 
Mix of mint and used; modern and classic; topical and 
traditional. We noticed oodles of fresh-off-the-press Ger-
man commemoratives, German areas material, Eastern 
European souvenir sheets, Asian mint stock, space-themed 
items, French art stamps, colorful African and Caribbean 
topicals, and more. Well suited for incorporation into a 
sophisticated collection or for display in a dealer’s retail 
stock. Photos show selected highlights. S.B. 325.00

216  Modern never hinged sets and souvenir sheets with good 
duplication. Great for the internet dealer or for making 
lists. Well worth your time to view. S.B. 300.00

217 / Accumulation of mainly mint sets with desirable duplica-
tion, most in large quanties. European wholesale that you 
will want to view. S.B. 300.00

218 / Scott International album moderately filled with over 
a thousand issues from the nineteenth century. A great 
beginning for the collector of the early world. Take time 
and enjoy looking through this album. S.B. 300.00

219 / Nice mixture of mint stamps, souvenir sheets and used 
material. A clean group that has much useful value. Well 
worth your time to view. S.B. 300.00

220  Many complete sets useful for the internet dealer. 
Souvenir sheets and good duplication. Worth the time to 
view. S.B. 300.00

221 / Worldwide non-Scott listed, revenues and cinderellas 
selection from various decades of the 20th Century end-
ing in the 1980s in a banker box. Involves a red box of 
the owner’s count of 450+ mint and used stamps on #102 
cards having specimens, seals, labels, advertising, Christ-
mas, radio reception etc. with some duplication. Likewise 
encompasses items from Korea, APPO, Palestine, Estonia, 
and Asia. Eclectic offering needing an eclectic buyer.  
  S.B. 300.00

222 / Mixed group from earlies to recent with many moder-
ate values throughout. Denmark, Netherlands and more. 
Well worth your time to view. S.B. 300.00

223 / A wonderful group of older and more recent stamps. 
The recent issues lend themselves to a topical collection. 
Birds, butterflies, and cats predominate, and other animals 
are present. Take time to look this one over. S.B. 300.00

224 / General Foreign Horn of Plenty. One pizza box filled 
with singles and sets from around the world. Some items 
are identified by Scott number and value. Mix of mint 
and used; modern and classic; topical and traditional. We 
noticed assorted worldwide classics in mixed condition, 
stamps on piece, plenty of colorful MNH stock from 
popular countries, small country packets, and more. Well 
suited for incorporation into a collection. Photos show 
selected highlights. S.B. 300.00

225 / A pizza type box stuffed with trash to treasure from 
around the world.  A number of moderate to better items 
spotted, not all of which are in the photos.  A neat little 
group that will occupy a couple evenings of sorting and 
organizing.  Ideal for collector, accumulator or dealer.  
  S.B. 300.00

226  Worldwide group mostly from the 70s and 80s sorted 
and identified in glassines with quantities into the mid 
hundreds in one carton. Mostly mint never hinged new 
issues in sets that can be used for topical collections. 
British related material dominates this group. Top quality 
and great for the internet dealer. Well worth your time to 
view. S.B. 300.00

227 / 70s and 80s Foreign mint stash containing mint singles, 
sets, imperfs, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, etc. primarily 
from the 1970s and 1980s. Includes a few privately printed 
stamp-like commemorative items. Most material still in 
glassines or packaging as acquired. Appears to be MNH. 
Wide variety of countries and topics. High total catalog 
value. S.B. 300.00

228 / Two cartons filled with albums and stockbooks. In-
cludes sparsely filled but serviceable Scott brown 1920-
1929 and Scott internationals I and II. Otherwise, you’ll 
be interested in the Gibraltar, Israel, Austria and the half 
dozen or so stockbooks of worldwide. S.B. 280.00

229 // Three “cube” boxes with a lot of everything, one of 
which is to the top with loose stamps on and off paper, 
curled German sheets, dabs of Russia, Poland and who 
knows what else. Have a look and start sorting.  
  S.B. 250.00

230 / Assortment in two cartons mostly from the 1960s to 
1990s. Involves two albums each British Europe Minkus 
having pages to 2006, Master Global 1960-1970s and two 
binders all sparsely populated. Basically, you are bidding 
on virtually empty albums to fill up. Also, includes a 
binder of roughly fifty Baseball related FDCs from the 
Legends of Baseball and Stadiums issues from the 1990s-
2001, file folder of Russia mint and CTO sheets having 
duplication, stock pages of mint Seychelles in full, partial 
sets, and souvenir sheets  (a hundred or so) ready to be 
mounted in your British colony collection. S.B. 250.00

231 / Three cartons filled with stamps in glassines, in enve-
lopes you can’t see into, and loose. Believe it or not the 
loose is the most interesting because there are lots of old 
stamps to sort through. Spotted were better ones sitting 
right on top. S.B. 250.00

232 / A few thousand mounted on ancient pages (mostly 
album types). Wide variety of countries featured, with 
some moderately better spotted. Sure to fill holes in an 
old worldwide collection. S.B. 210.00

233 / Mixed lot of stock books, pages and various Harris 
albums, mostly 1930’s and forward. Some sparse, some 
decently filled. Worth some mining for the items you 
need. S.B. 200.00

234 / A few thousand mounted on a variety of old album 
pages. These pages are from one-of-kind collections but 
there is some overlapping. Strong in the Germany and 
areas, especially the states. Nice opportunity for the up 
to 1940 collector. S.B. 200.00
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235 / Europa wholesale assortment from the 1950s to the 
1990s in a small box. Entails issues organized and cata-
loged by country in glassines having mostly two to fifteen 
stamps but some much more in sets, singles, and a few 
booklets. Owner’s catalog of $1,688. S.B. 200.00

236 / Worldwide Bulk. Two cartons of basic nondescript 
material, including mint, used, CTOs, and FDCs. Housed 
in nine albums and loose in boxes. Clean, with no bugs 
or offensive odor. Lots of material to view and organize. 
The photos tell the story. S.B. 200.00

237 / A few thousand mostly different mounted on old pages. 
All “I” to “M” countries, strong in the colonials. A useful 
assortment. S.B. 180.00

238 / Four Scott International albums sparsely populated. 
Great for the beginner and offered at a low reserve bid. 
Take a look. S.B. 150.00

239 / Small group of better items in mixed condition but all 
Fine appearing. Offered cheaply. S.B. 75.00

TOPICALS

240  Clean selection of never hinged space sets and souvenir 
sheets. Well worth your time to view. Cat. 5350.00

241 // Phenomenal United States and worldwide medicine on 
stamps and medical related topical selection from the 
1860s to 1975 in twenty-one albums or binders in three 
cartons.  Nicely annotated having invaluable information. 
One of the albums appears to have encountered some 
sticky material (see photo) while stamps inside are fine. 
Thousands of overwhelmingly mint stamps in mainly 
full sets, some partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, im-
perforates, sunken die proofs, deluxe sheets having some 
artist signed. Appears to be some duplication of material. 
Originally owned by Joseph Kler MD (1903-1983) well 
known physician and best known for his collection of 
stamps. Some highlights include three United States 
encased postage stamps, several worldwide “fumigated” 
covers as well as other relevant covers and FDCs. Out-
standingly awesome. Do not let this one get away.  
  S.B. 1500.00

242  Sets and souvenir sheets that are mostly never hinged. 
Wide assortment including wildlife, Olympics, Audubon, 
and soccer, also some scarcer sets. Clean stamps worth a 
view. S.B. 400.00

243 / Thousands of topical stamps in albums and stockbooks. 
Much of what you would expect like space, animals, 
theater and sports but also a well develop Rotary Inter-
national. Take a look at this group, it will impress you.  
  S.B. 500.00

244 / Every Day is Christmas with this topical horde. A thor-
ough selection of modern Christmas postal cards, postal 
stationary, stamps, some seals, worldwide. Huge amount 
of sheet and multiples, a trove of Christmas material to 
keep you busy for a year. Its February, but, hey, it pays to 
buy early, right? S.B. 500.00

245  Remainder of a large Space Topical collection. Around 
four hundred older pages with mounted never hinged 
stamps, souvenir sheets, imperfs, printing varieties etc. 
This comprehensive collection will take a while to view, 
but it is well worth your time. S.B. 500.00

246 / Christmas Every Day. Ultimate Topical horde. Two 
of our “cubes” with mint material whose joy was in the 
acquisition. Nice selection of modern postal cards issued 
by several post offices worldwide. Includes loads of seals, 
sheets, stamps, blocks, postal stationary, you name it.  
  S.B. 500.00

247 / An outstanding collection of topicals including coral, 
butterflies, insects and more. Primarily from the 1950s to 
90s in fifteen binders. Organized by scientific names to 
family, genus, and species. It includes high denominations 
and is strong in British. This group provides an education 
and is well worth viewing. S.B. 450.00

248  Over 300 Art topical souvenir sheets. S.B. 350.00
249  A Disney collection of around 650 souvenir sheets. A 

little duplication, great for pricelists. S.B. 325.00
250 / Focus on Camels. Collection of over 160 singles, sets, 

souvenir sheets, and covers featuring camels and desert 
or mountain scenes. Everything carefully mounted on 
pages, identified, and described. Mint and used, mostly 
F-VF. Represented countries include Aden, Libya, Spanish 
Sahara, and Sudan. S.B. 300.00

251  Topical Fun Box. One box loaded with over 180 sets, 
sheetlets, and souvenir sheets depicting various popular 
topics, such as butterflies, UNESCO, United Nations, 
seashells, and bugs. Total catalog value is 1500-2000 
Euros. Areas of the world represented include Caribbean 
Island nations, Africa, and Asia. Material appears to be 
MNH, colorful, and eye-catching.  Sets, blocks, etc. are 
displayed on sales cards and placed in protective sleeves. 
Everything is identified according to the Michel catalog 
system and priced in Euros. S.B. 300.00

252 // Space topical assortment from the United States and 
worldwide in one large carton. Ranging from 1960s to 
the 1990s this eclectic offering involves mint and used 
stamps, event covers, FDCs plus ancillary material related 
to space. S.B. 200.00

ASIA

253 / Dealers stock of over ninety 102 sales cards of medium 
to better grade items will be a particularly good enhance-
ment for the internet dealer. A fresh group well worth your 
time to view. S.B. 500.00

254 / Around seventy-five 102 size sales cards. All medium to 
better grade material with very little duplication. Among 
the notable countries represented are Thailand, Korea, 
Laos, Nepal and Japan. Set up for easy resale.  
  S.B. 325.00

255 / Asia collection assortment from the 1890s to the 1990s 
in two cartons. Encompasses several thousand mainly 
used but also mint stamps. Includes North Korea from 
1979-1982 in two Palo hingeless albums, several Japan 
rudimentary collections in binders mostly on homemade 
pages from the 1890s to the 1990s plus miscellaneous. 
Worth exploring. S.B. 250.00

256 / China and related selection from various decades of 
the 20th Century in a medium box. Hundreds of mixed 
mint and used stamps having enjoyable backup organized 
and cataloged by the owner on #102 sales cards. One-part 
consists of around eighty-five cards having China, ROC, 
Hong Kong. Macao, and Manchukuo. Other grouping 
entails PRC and Liberated Areas. Attractive lot. 
  S.B. 250.00
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BENELUX

257 / Over fifty 102 size sales cards of medium to better 
values and sets. The Belgium accounts for over half the 
value featuring many mint sets. The Netherlands is likable 
for the classics. A few colonials are sprinkled in. Very little 
duplication. S.B. 400.00

BRITISH

258 / Mostly mint mounted complete sets from QEII period 
on homemade pages. Also, some general issues of Fiji and 
Norfolk Island. Cat. 1800.00

259 / Around two hundred fifty 102 size sales cards all 
medium to better grade material with almost no duplica-
tion. Sets and singles for the internet or to enhance your 
collection. Take time to view this quality material.  
  S.B. 1500.00

260  Thirteen collections to the 1990s mounted on album 
pages. Some of the better ones are Mauritius, Malta, 
Jamaica, Singapore, and Ireland. A clean group ready to 
build upon. Well worth your time to view. S.B. 1200.00

261 / Dealer’s stock in 102 size sales cards of medium to 
better grade items. There are many sets among the 175 
cards. Some of the material leans toward the topical, other 
is classic Great Britain. Well worth a view.  S.B. 1100.00

262 / Remnants of collections, pages, binders and a 
stockbook with better stamps and sets. Most of the 
material is from the nineteenth to mid-twentieth century. 
See images. The focus is on the British Commonwealth, 
but it also includes other countries.  Pickings throughout 
that a collector would enjoy sorting through. Well worth 
viewing. S.B. 800.00

263 / Thousands from the islands and elsewhere in sets, 
singles and as souvenir sheets. Attractive to the collector 
or dealer. Well worth your time to view. S.B. 600.00

264 / Clean group consisting of a couple hundred modern 
Irish booklets, two volume all mint og Channel Islands 
collection along with a few other useful mounted or on 
stock pages collections. S.B. 600.00

265  British colonies group mostly from the 70s and 80s 
sorted and identified in glassines with quantities into the 
mid hundreds in one carton.. Mostly mint never hinged 
new issues in sets that can be used for topical collections. 
There is a bit of material other than British. Top quality 
and great for the internet dealer. Take a close look.  
  S.B. 400.00

266 / Great Britain and British Europe collections in two 
Scott Specialty three-ring albums from 1850 to 1973 in 
one carton. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed 
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles 
having sometimes layered mint and used issues. Involves 
Great Britain from 1850-1973 and British Europe from 
1860-1977 consisting of Cyprus, Gibraltar, and Malta. 
Please inspect and enjoy. S.B. 350.00

267 / A wonderful clean small group of British material in-
cluding the Isle of Man and Pitcairn Islands among other 
material. The Pitcairn group is a great start (see images) 
that needs an album and continuation. You would be wise 
to look at this one. S.B. 300.00

268 / British colonies selection in a medium box. Incorpo-
rates hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used 
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and 
booklets. Encompasses Bahamas from the 1890s to the 
1980s in a stockbook owner’s catalog value of $95.00, 
Tokelau, Tuvalu from 1948 to 1980s custom-organized 
on quadrille pages in a binder owner’s catalog value of 
$310 and Canada mint from 1947-89 custom-organized 
on pages in clear mounts in a binder owner’s catalog value 
of $635. Please inspect and enjoy. S.B. 250.00

269  British colonies group mostly from the 70s and 80s 
sorted and identified in glassines with quantities into 
the mid hundreds in one carton. Mostly mint never hinged 
new issues in sets that can be used for topical collections. 
a few non-British items included.Top quality and great for 
the internet dealer. Take a close look. S.B. 250.00

270 / British colonies collection/accumulation from the late 
19th Century to the late 1960s in one carton. Hundreds 
and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, 
partial sets, and singles on computer generated pages in 
four binders. Involves Oceania, Asia, India (sparse) and 
an additional binder of collector duplicates having backup 
on stock pages. Well worthy of your attention.  
  S.B. 150.00

BRITISH AFRICA

271 / British Africa collections in three Scott Specialty three-
ring albums from the 1880s to 1966 in one carton. Entails 
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, and singles having sometimes layered mint and used 
issues. Two albums involve B-S colonies, and the third 
album is South Africa. Waiting to be filled and continued 
by the British African philatelist. S.B. 500.00

BRITISH ASIA

272 / British Asia collections in two Scott Specialty three-ring 
albums from the 1850s to 1969 in one carton. Contains 
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps 
in full, partial sets, and singles. Sometimes there are 
both mint and used stamps from some issues. Includes 
India, Ceylon, Strait Settlements, Labuan, North Borneo. 
Sarawak, Malaya and States.  A wonderful lot.  
  S.B. 250.00

BRITISH CARIBBEAN

273 / British Caribbean collection in 7 Scott Specialty al-
bums.  The various countries are filled to varying degrees 
with Bahamas, Bermuda, Barbados, and Jamaica the best.  
Highlights include a good number of QE II definitive sets, 
some George VI sets, and a plethora of useful singles.  
Pages generally run to the late 1990’s but stamps thin 
out a decade or two before that.  Check the large number 
of photos or come in a view first hand to determine your 
bid. S.B. 1100.00

274 / British Caribbean A-V collections in two Scott Specialty 
three-ring albums from the 1860s to 1966 in one carton. 
Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used 
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having sometimes 
layered mint and used issues. Could be just your cup of 
tea. S.B. 450.00
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275 / Pizza box with Bahamas and Turks Caicos classic to 
modern on album pages and manila stock pages. A great 
selection to help fill your gaps or augment your stock.  
  S.B. 250.00

BRITISH EUROPE

276 / British Europe in a pair of Scott Specialty albums 
housing Gibraltar, Malta and Ireland on pages running 
to the late 1990’s.  Includes a few better QE II definitive 
sets, useful earlier singles, and a few items still in glassines 
between the pages.   Overall condition of both stamps and 
albums is a plus. S.B. 400.00

BRITISH OCEANIA

277 / British Oceania collections in two Scott Specialty 
three-ring albums from 1850 to 1968 in one carton. 
Includes hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used 
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having sometimes 
layered mint and used issues. Incorporates Australia, 
States, Dependencies from 1850-1976 and New Zealand 
from 1864-1968. Well worth exploring. S.B. 450.00

BRITISH SOUTH ATLANTIC

278 / British South Atlantic collection in a Scott Specialty 
three-ring album from the 1860s to 1985. Hundreds and 
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, and singles having sometimes layered mint and 
used issues. Encompasses Ascension, Falkland Islands, 
St. Helena, and Tristan da Cunha. Good foundation for 
building a decent collection. S.B. 300.00

EASTERN EUROPE

279 / Dealer’s stock on 102 size sales cards of medium to 
better grade material in sets and singles. Take time to 
view these eighty cards of fresh material. S.B. 600.00

EUROPE

280  All never hinged group of singles, sheets and mini sheets 
from Greece, Ireland, Malta, Austria, and Liechtenstein. 
A clean group suitable for lists or the internet. Well worth 
your time to view. Cat. 5400.00

281 / Several thousand stamps mostly mounted on various 
album pages. Includes a post 1960 Russia collection along 
with notable Germany, Hungary and Greece. Also, not to 
be missed are the 1990’s period French imperfs with a 
high Maury catalog value. S.B. 600.00

282  Never hinged accumulation sorted into glassines. 
Mostly sets, mini sheets, and booklets. A clean group 
ready for the internet dealer. Make time to view. 
  S.B. 425.00

283  Collections into the 1980s nicely mounted on album 
pages. Includes a half dozen countries and better ones are 
Czechoslovakia, Memel and Switzerland. An attractive 
group with many useful items. Make time to view. 
  S.B. 375.00

284 / Worldwide collection/selection from the late 19th Cen-
tury to the 1980s in two cartons. Encompasses hundreds 
and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having 
some backup in twelve albums or binders. Majority are 
Germany plus Poland, Yugoslavia Schaubek hingeless 
from 1980-89, Turkey binder custom organized etc. Take 
a look. S.B. 350.00

285  European Used Stamp Bonanza. Wow. Thousands 
of cancelled stamps from popular countries. Especially 
strong in Germany. Everything arranged on stock pages 
or placed into stockbooks. Some duplication. Owner 
prepared an itemized and priced inventory of all mate-
rial; total Scott 2020/2021 catalog value is $5,000. Take 
a look. S.B. 230.00

286 / Hungary and Portugal selection from the late 19th 
Century to the 1980s in two cartons. Thousands and 
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty 
of backup. Comprises three binders of which two are 
Hungary and one Portugal super for searching for town 
cancels or varieties. Likewise involves Portugal and 
colonies in two albums and two collections on albums 
pages both of heavily remaindered as well as miscellany 
for both countries. S.B. 150.00

LATIN AMERICA

287 / Mounted in three very clean, hard to find Scott Spe-
cialty albums with pages to the late 1960’s. Lightly 
populated with some countries having more stamps than 
others. An excellent beginning to a comprehensive Latin 
America collection. After viewing you will realize the 
opportunity presented, so take a look. S.B. 300.00

288 / Dealer’s stock in fifty, 102 sales cards of medium to 
better grade material. Quality items that are strong in 
Cuba. Make time to view this one. S.B. 300.00

MIDDLE EAST

289 / Dealer’s stock on 102 size sales cards of medium to 
better grade. Over fifty cards in this clean group. Make 
time to view these. S.B. 475.00

290 / Over fifty 102 size sales cards holding medium to better 
grade material. The Iran is the most numerous but by 
no means dominant due to the selection of Qatar, Saudi 
Arabia, Kuwait, Eritrea, etc. not much duplication.  
  S.B. 300.00

291 / Six country lots from various Trucial states components. 
Some interesting material, including South Arabia. Take 
a look. S.B. 180.00

SCANDINAVIA

292 / Nearly a hundred 102 size sales cards with all medium 
to better grade material. Almost no duplication makes 
this useful to a collector, also to the dealer, because of 
its set up for easy resale. All countries represented with 
Denmark and Sweden a bit stronger. S.B. 700.00

293  Very clean used collection to 1998 in three like new Scott 
Specialty albums. A quality group to be built upon. Take 
your time viewing this group. S.B. 700.00
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294  Scandinavia new issue assortment from the 1990s to 
early 2000s in a pizza size box. Hundreds of NH full 
sets, souvenir sheets, and booklets having a good variety 
from Finland, Norway, Iceland, Aland, Faroe Islands, and 
Greenland. Must holding for the collector looking to fill 
in the contemporary spaces in his Scandinavian collec-
tions. S.B. 325.00

295 / Scandinavian Philatelic Assortment. One pizza carton 
packed with singles, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, etc. 
from various countries in Northern Europe, early twentieth 
century to 1980s. Disorganized, but loaded with fun and 
sunshine. Many stamps identified by Scott number. We 
noticed classic favorites, new or recent mint issues, mid-
century material, numerous year sets, etc. Overall F-VF. 
  S.B. 210.00

WESTERN EUROPE

296 / Dealer’s stock on 102 sales cards of medium to better 
grade stamps. Over two hundred cards including sets. 
This is a clean and fresh lot that has a high catalog value 
and well worth your time to view. S.B. 2500.00

297  Collection of over a thousand charity labels plus show 
and special event labels mainly from Germany and Austria 
from around the World War I time period. Strong in Red 
Cross. This is a wonderful opportunity for the history 
enthusiast. Well worth a view. S.B. 900.00

298 / Collection of many hundred different from Norway 
and Portugal mounted on Minkus pages. Norway goes 
to 1980 and Portugal to the mid 1970s. A useful selection 
with better early material. Spend a little extra time viewing 
this group. S.B. 450.00

299 / AMG Post WW II collection from 1947-54 in a medium 
box. Hundreds of mostly mint stamps for Italy and some 
Germany in full, partial sets, and singles on album pages in 
a binder also having some backup on manila stock pages. 
Super basic collection from a popular collecting area just 
waiting for completion. S.B. 150.00

300 / Western Europe Allied Military Government (AMG) 
selection of around one hundred mint and a few used 
stamps having interesting backup cataloged and priced on 
over twenty #102 sales cards by the owner. Includes travel 
permit, Trieste, and Venezia Giulia revenues. Appears to 
have high retail values. S.B. 100.00

ARGENTINA

301 / An interesting collection of about 80, mostly Buenos 
Aires and Corrientes provincials mounted on ancient al-
bum pages. Wide variety of primarily used which certainly 
contain some reprints and forgeries. A good case study of 
this inherently difficult area. S.B. 400.00

302 / The Argentina portion of a massive worldwide collec-
tion running to the mid 1980’s.  Mixed mint and used 
with useful singles and sets.  Good representation in the 
classics and with the departmental officials.  An excellent 
start or to fill holes in an existing collection.           
  S.B. 300.00

AUSTRALIA

303  Fresh, clean and attractive group of several hundred 
different from 1985 to 2009. Never hinged mini sheets, 
strips and booklet panes are among this delightful group. 
A collection that can be expanded in both directions to 
what can be a great collection. Well worth checking out. 
  Cat. 1665.00

304  A wonderful beginner mounted collection with some 
early used changing to mint in the 1930s. From there it 
is virtually complete to 1986. It concludes with a couple 
of pages of Australian Antarctic Territory. Make time to 
view. S.B. 350.00

305  The Charm of Down Under. Mint collection of Australia, 
1938-1988. Appears to be all NH in clear mounts. Fairly 
complete for the time period, with many attractive and 
colorful singles and sets. Pages are clean; binder is worn. 
Ready for expansion. S.B. 210.00

AUSTRIA

306  NH group sorted into around 850 glassines. Runs 1962 
to 1992. Expect some duplication. Mostly complete sets. 
Lots of marginal marking interest. Fill your gaps.  
  S.B. 1000.00

307 / Solid collection in a Scott Specialty album running to 
about 1980.  Useful classics, mostly complete regular 
issues, several good semi-postal sets, solid airs including 
mint birds, and interesting back of the book highlight this 
one.  Some better items are in glassines between the pages.  
Includes a nice section of Bosnia-Herzegovina as well, 
all in an album suitable for continuation.  Take a look.  
  S.B. 550.00

308  Austria NH selection of over $950 Euros face in a pizza 
size box. Plenty of premium souvenir sheets and limited 
production. Unusual assortment and ready to fill in the 
empty spaces in your contemporary Austrian collection 
and then sell the rest. S.B. 550.00

309  A fresh selection for the internet dealer or for making 
lists. Take a minute to view this group. S.B. 350.00

310  The Land of Waltzes and Apple Strudel. Two-volume 
collection of Austria, 1945-1986. Housed in Davo 
hingeless albums, with slipcovers. Appears to be MNH 
VF. Almost complete for the time period. Missing some 
of the more elusive stamps. Ready for a new owner with 
a sense of purpose. S.B. 350.00

BAHAMAS

311 / Two-volume well filled collection from 1861 to 2000. 
Solid classics and some postal stationery and stock pages 
material in the back. War Tax, etc. Clean and ready to be 
continued. Nice collection. S.B. 500.00

312 / An enticing group with a large amount of back of the 
book, some in block form. Most pages are photographed. 
Take a look. S.B. 300.00
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BELGIUM

313 / Mainly used collection of several hundred mounted 
on annotated homemade pages many decades ago with 
issues to 1939. Decent semis, plus several varieties noted 
in the writeups. Will provide some spice to your growing 
collection. Certainly worth your time to look over.  
  Cat. 7600.00

314 / Old specialized collection of Belgium mostly used, from 
#1 to around 1905. Lots of paper varieties and perf variet-
ies. Includes a used Scott 39 and what appears to be 39a, 
both roller cancels. Also a nice selection of Leopolds with 
the Sunday delivery tab, and Brussels exposition. A worthy 
selection to really pump up your classic Belgium.  
  S.B. 650.00

315 / The well filled Belgium pages from an extensive world-
wide collection.  The earlies are mounted on Vintage Re-
production pages and the post-1940 on Scott International 
ones to about 1986.  A few of the many better items include 
39 (roller cancel, cats $700), B156-162, B178 and B460-
1.  Much more is in glassines between the pages that the 
collector never got around to mounting.  A solid, useful 
collection. S.B. 500.00

316  Vast accumulation of thousands in glassines with much 
of it parcel post and early nineteenth century. Sorted by 
cancels and many are railroad. Huge catalog value. Can-
cellation collectors dig in. S.B. 500.00

317 / Tidy Belgium lot with a three-ring album, a stock book 
and a bunch of used loose. We saw a few nice cancels, and 
some decent mid-range items worthy of continuation. A 
great starter. S.B. 300.00

318 / Collection on Scott pages of several hundred from 1850 
to mid-1970’s. Earlies are used, but otherwise mostly mint. 
Parcel post cancels, etc. Helmets, decent semis’ but light 
on souvenir sheets. S.B. 300.00

BERMUDA

319 / Highly complete collection 1865 to 1991, includes unex-
ploded booklets, and several varieties of KGV and KGVI 
high values including a 52a with partial ship cancel. Nice 
collection and worth a look. S.B. 500.00

BOLIVIA

320 / Great beginnings for a Bolivia collection that includes 
glassines with better duplicates and back of the book. 
Mounting in a new album would give it distinction. Col-
lectors, here is an opportunity to improve on a particularly 
good collection. S.B. 300.00

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVENIA

321 / Revisiting a Classic Collector’s Favorite. One box of 
assorted stamps from Bosnia and Herzegovina. On old 
album pages and homemade album pages, in glassines, 
and in stockbooks. Mix of mint, used, and CTO in F-VF 
condition; some damaged material present. Looks to be 
packed with catalog value. Plenty of duplication and a 
mystery as to what will appear once everything is sorted. 
Wave your magic philatelic wand and turn this promising 
accumulation into a treasure. S.B. 250.00

BRAZIL

322 / Glassine heaven of seven boxes of glassines covering 
Brazil from earlies to mid-century. Duplication, but not 
overwhelmingly so. Looks unpicked for shades, water-
marks, etc. We saw mint and used throughout, and lots of 
opportunity to pick out what you need and have fun with 
the discoveries you make along the way. Take some time 
to look it over and bring your want list. S.B. 650.00

323 / The well filled Brazil portion of an extensive worldwide 
collection.  Several classics including Bull’s Eyes present 
with several forgeries noticed.  Good Dom Pedros, early 
20th Century and more to about 1986.  Back of the book 
is strong as well.  Much more is in glassines between the 
pages that the collector never got around to mounting.  A 
collection sure to please. S.B. 500.00

324 / Cube box of multiple albums and some collateral ma-
terial. Not a lot of early, mostly focused on post WWII. 
Some attractive mint material in here, a chance to augment 
your existing collection nicely. S.B. 250.00

325 / Thirty-three salescards of semi-official airmails, proofs 
and an imperf pair. Some duplication. Good for the spe-
cialist. S.B. 250.00

BRITISH HONDURAS

326 / British Honduras and Belize in a Specialty album 
to the 1980s. Predominantly mint or unused, a good lot 
to continue by filling in the gaps. A number of Cayman 
Islands and Jamaica album pages along for the ride.  
  S.B. 350.00

BULGARIA

327 / Old time accumulation housed in a few thousand #4 
glassines. Clean stock with enormous catalog value. Well 
worth your time to look these over. S.B. 500.00

328 / Over fifty 102 size sales cards. All medium to better 
material with very little duplicates. Includes a nice selec-
tion of Lion of Bulgaria types and postage dues.  
  S.B. 220.00

CANADA

329  Collection of all mint og (less two stamps) mounted on 
clean Scott pages starting in 1897 and going to the early 
1970’s. Includes about 180 different useful items to fill 
gaps in your collection. Cat. 2900.00

330 / Comprehensive collection in four albums, two for 
stamps to 2001, and two of postal stationary, cards, etc. 
Quality early sets, Admirals, etc., Jubilees to 50 cents, 
used but in good shape, with 1c to 5c margin proofs. Holds 
many complete booklets, blocks, and other proof material. 
Highly complete and lots of fun to look through. Lots to 
see here. S.B. 2000.00
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331 / Valuable collection in a Scott Specialty album with 
stamps to 1988 and pages to 1999.  With little of note in 
the earlies, the collection begins in earnest with the Small 
Queens.  From there, only a few stamps are missing until 
the collector ran out of steam in the mid to late 1980’s.  
Highlights include $1 Jubilee (mint) and the $2 (used); 
Quebec Tercentenary set (20c used, balance mint); Maple 
Leafs complete mint; 149-159 mint; 162-177 mint, numer-
ous better coils mint, airs and special deliveries complete 
mint, F3 mint, and good officials.  Over 90% mint, most 
F-VF or better.  Well worth a serious review.  
  S.B. 1200.00

332 / Our Friends to the North. One well populated Master 
Canada Stamp Album and two small three-ring binders. 
Covers 1859 to 1991. Mixture of mint and used until 1920s 
and predominantly mint o.g. or n.h. afterwards. Everything 
mounted or hinged onto clean album pages or placed into 
sales sheets. Mixed condition. Please examine fronts and 
backs carefully. Includes little BOB and almost no stamps 
from the provinces. Respectable attempt at collecting this 
country. Worth expansion. S.B. 800.00

333 / High quality revenue collection organized with Federal 
issues first, then by Province. Excise, War Savings, War 
Tax, Electric and Gas Inspection, Stock Transfer, Law, etc. 
are here, with some in complete and unexploded booklets. 
Mix of Mint and used. Attractive well organized material, 
not often seen ‘south of the border’. S.B. 650.00

334 / Four binders with mint and used on Minkus pages 
to 2008. Pre-1940 seems to be used, with many decent 
stamps.  Includes some attractive cancels. The next 70 
years are highly complete mint in mounts, sheets, blocks, 
booklets and coils, both definitives and commems. Looks 
like a huge face value here. We saw a few provinces.  
  S.B. 400.00

335 / Hundreds of 102 sales cards (#284/#329) ready for a 
show table. Two binders moderately filled with useful 
material (#35/#045) and sixteen retired APS Sales Cir-
cuit Books again with useful material. A great lot for the 
show or internet dealer. Well worth your time to view this 
group. S.B. 375.00

336  Seven sparsely populated like-new White Ace albums 
suitable for expansion. Clean group of never hinged 
to 2005. Also year sets from 1997 to 2009 in original 
packaging. Great lot for someone beginning a Canada 
collection. S.B. 300.00

337 / A postage collection beginning in the 1950’s with a few 
earlies in clean albums going to the mid-1990’s.  Nice 
starter for the collector or a dealer making lists. Take time 
to view. S.B. 250.00

338 / Collection in two Scott Master Canada albums from 
1859 to 1999, Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed 
mint and stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Good 
basic collection having enough postage to make this a 
deal at our suggested bid. S.B. 250.00

339 / Canada mint. Hefty carton filled with a large variety 
of mint issues in various formats, mainly 1980s to 2017. 
There are year books, year packs, filled supplement pages, 
and glassines loaded with stamps as purchased and never 
mounted. Everything appears to be MNH. Many higher 
values noted. Postage buyers will find tons of Canadian 
dollar face value here. Also, a great opportunity to acquire 
a contemporary collection of Canadian stamps.  
  S.B. 250.00

340 // Small but interesting accumulation of album pages, 
first day covers, pioneer covers, pre cancel assortment, 
year books and thousands of stamps. Take some time to 
dig through this material. S.B. 220.00

341 // Consignment remainder with some stamps on stock 
pages, glassines and dealer pages. Much more promis-
ing array of covers and postal stationary. Varied early to 
modern. Worth a look. S.B. 200.00

CANADA AND PROVINCES

342 / Collection mounted on Minkus pages to the late 1960s. 
Canada is well populated beginning with 1897 issues. A 
scattering of stamps in Newfoundland and New Bruns-
wick. Better items here and there and worth your time to 
view. Cat. 4425.00

343 / Dealer’s stock on 102 sales cards of medium to better 
grade. The group of over seventy has a strong selection 
of nineteenth century Canada. Make time to view this 
material. S.B. 750.00

344 / Canada Accumulation. Four-volume lot with plenty of 
appeal, 1850s to 1990. Includes BOB. Some material is 
housed in glassines or hinged onto loose pages. Singles 
and sets; mixture of MNH, MLH, MH, and used. For the 
most part, F-VF. One album has toning or mildew spots 
on some pages, but most stamps seem to be spared any 
damage. Manageable duplication. Some coverage of 
provinces. Should yield a strong intermediate-level col-
lection. S.B. 550.00

345 / Carton filled with albums and stock books. Nothing 
really high cataloging but, a lot of useful material to play 
with. More used than mint so, cancels could be helpful. 
Includes many 1st days, event covers and commercial 
mail. Overall useful, mid-range to integrate into a col-
lection or stock. S.B. 500.00

346 / Several hundred mostly different mounted on album 
pages with issues to the late 1960’s. Mixed mint and used 
with better values and sets. Strength is in the earlies along 
with the commemoratives from the late 1920’s to late 
1940’s. The Newfoundland is also notable. Mostly Fine. 
  S.B. 450.00

347 / Mounted collection of over a couple hundred on clean 
Scott pages with issues to the early 1950’s. Mostly used 
mixed condition to the early 20th century, then turns mint 
NH. The provincials hold over half of the value.  
  S.B. 375.00

348 // Canada and Newfoundland accumulation from the 
1870s to the 1970s in one large carton. Incorporates 
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty 
of backup. Entails small check boxes of bundleware, off 
paper, useful material on pages, #102 sale cards, some 
low value postage, precancels, selection of postal history 
and unused postal cards plus miscellany. Beneficial pick-
ings. S.B. 350.00

349 / Canada and Newfoundland collection in a Scott Spe-
cialty three-ring album from the 1860s to 1976. Entails 
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps 
in full, partial sets, and singles having sometimes layered 
mint and used issues. Bonus colonies include British 
Guiana and British Honduras which are coming along 
for the ride. Not to be missed. S.B. 300.00
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CANADIAN PROVINCES

350 / Specialty pages with British Columbia, PEI, Nova Sco-
tia, New Brusnwick and a large holding of Newfoundland. 
Mostly complete BoB airs and Dues, 75% mint.  
  S.B. 1500.00

CEYLON

351 / The Ceylon (and later Sri Lanka) section from an ex-
tensive worldwide collection.  Mint and used from useful 
classics to around 1986.  Owner’s catalog value to about 
1963 totaled over $4300.  Worth a medium length study. 
  S.B. 400.00

CHILE

352 / The Chile portion from a massive worldwide collection 
running to the mid 1980’s.  Mixed mint and used with use-
ful singles and sets.  Good representation in the classics 
with some back of the book.  An excellent start or to fill 
holes in an existing collection. S.B. 220.00

CHINA

353 / Parallel mint and used collection mounted on home-
made pages to 1999. Includes a few thousand Imperial and 
ROC issues. Back of the Book includes parcel post issues. 
Moderately populated. Remounting in a new album will 
do wonders. Well worth viewing. S.B. 750.00

354 / China, China, and More China. Messy accumula-
tion of loose stamps, variously populated album pages, 
loaded glassines, special event covers, etc. Early twentieth 
century to 1990s. Mint, used, and CTO in mixed condi-
tion. Looks to have a high overall catalog value. Includes 
material from the pre-1949 period, the Republic of China, 
and the People’s Republic of China. Disorganized and 
intimidating in its current state, but exciting in terms of 
its philatelic promise and future. S.B. 700.00

355 / Over 3200 mostly used stamps with strong early twen-
tieth century and continuing to the 1980s with duplica-
tion. Formosa and North China included. Great lot for the 
internet dealer. Take a few minutes to view this one.  
  S.B. 500.00

356 / Chinese Philatelic and Paraphilatelic Pizzazz. One 
box packed with listed and unlisted material from the 
Republic of China and the People’s Republic of China. 
We noticed souvenir pages, semi-official sheetlets, label-
size works of art, and printed novelties. Hundreds and 
Hundreds of individual items in need of identification, 
organization, and explanation. Plenty of topical appeal, 
including birds, plants, folklore, and politics. Perfect for 
a stamp-collecting Sinophile. S.B. 200.00

357 / China accumulation in one stockbook and three binders 
on album pages in a medium, box. Incorporates hundreds 
and hundreds of mainly used but some mint having plenty 
of beneficial backup roughly from the 1930s to the 1980s. 
Checking out might find some fascinating cancels. Please 
inspect and appreciate. S.B. 150.00

358 / China both ROC and PRC revenues and non-postal 
stamps in a pizza size box. Over 500 mixed mint and 
used stamp having enjoyable backup in a binder on mostly 
double-sided stock pages. Super variety from various de-
cades of the 20th Century which can only be determined 
by a person who can read Chinese S.B. 75.00

REPUBLIC OF CHINA

359 / Three Scott Specialty albums of early pre 1948 China 
and continuing in Taiwan (ROC) to 2006. Pre-World War 
II material with select items here and there. Early Taiwan 
mostly mint with some never hinged. From1970 to the 
end it is mostly never hinged. A Ryukyu mint collection 
along for the ride. Great starter collections and well worth 
viewing. S.B. 1000.00

360 / China assortment in a pizza size box. Roughly 240 
mint stamps on black stock pages in full sets, singles, 
souvenir sheets and some booklets. About 95% are ROC 
from 1960-1981 including Emperor set Scott # 1356-58 
and 5% from PRC from 1981-83 including three #1832a 
booklets. Very attractive lot. S.B. 350.00

PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA

361 / People’s Republic of China collection from 1949-2003 
in two Scott albums in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds 
of mainly mint, CTO stamps plus a few used in full, partial 
sets, singles, and some souvenir sheets from the beginning 
to end. Tremendous clean lot waiting for completion and 
continuation. S.B. 750.00

362  Mostly PRC provincial issues. Better items throughout 
as images indicate. A clean collection on homemade pages 
deserving a close look. Collectors, view and enjoy this 
one. S.B. 475.00

363  People’s Republic of China selection from 1981-1992 in 
a medium box. Involves around a thousand or so mainly 
different mint stamps in blocks of four which have been 
hinged in two display books in full sets, singles, and 
souvenir sheets. Spotted no keys but plenty of material 
to fill the gaps in your PRC collection. S.B. 450.00

364  People’s Republic of China all different selection in a 
pizza size box. Includes a turquoise small stock book hav-
ing roughly 100 mint stamps in full sets from 1971-1975 
and a small red stock book from 1982-1985 containing 
about sixty-five mint stamps in full sets and singles. Put 
away as new issues back in the day. S.B. 450.00

COLUMBIA

365 / The Columbia portion of a massive worldwide col-
lection running to the mid 1980’s.  Mixed mint and used 
with useful singles and sets.  Good representation in the 
classics as well as the States.  An excellent start or to fill 
holes in an existing collection. S.B. 300.00

COSTA RICA

366 / Costa Rica collection on Vintage Reproduction and, 
later, Scott International pages.  Mixed mint and used with 
some varieties and generally positive condition.  Useful 
for collector or dealer. S.B. 150.00
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

367 / Mint and used collection in three specialty and two 
stock books from first issue to the 2000’s. Stockbooks 
mainly later S/S, rest of collection is in better condition 
than normally seen. Hradcany, etc. Take a look.  
  S.B. 600.00

368  Thousands in glassines mainly never hinged sets, how-
ever, some are stuck. Perfect for the internet dealer or one 
making lists. Well worth your time to view. S.B. 200.00

DENMARK

369  Accumulation of over a couple hundred 1870 to 1904 
Bi-Coloreds. Great lot to build or add to a specialized 
collection. Only roughly sorted and cataloged by the 
previous owner with no attention paid to the intricacies of 
this issues. So, plenty of possibilities for cancels, shades, 
papers, watermarks and printing variations. Huge catalog 
total. S.B. 700.00

370 / Collection of a few hundred mostly different on clean 
Scott pages with issues to 1976. Mostly used and partially 
filled to the 1930’s then, turning mint and largely complete 
to the end with the last part mint NH. Suitable for expan-
sion. S.B. 400.00

371  Accumulation of the various Royal Emblem issues from 
1864 to 1868 on a stock page. Includes 33 examples for 
study. Good for cancels, shades and plating. Specialist 
take note. S.B. 250.00

372  Accumulation of the various Royal Emblem issues from 
1851 to 1863 on a stock page. Includes 83 examples for 
study. Good for cancels, shades and plating. Specialist 
take note. S.B. 240.00

373 / The Denmark section of an extensive worldwide col-
lection.  Mint and used from the classics to about 1986.  
No real highlights but a solid representation from all eras. 
Worth a quick look. S.B. 100.00

EGYPT

374  Unusual Egyptian Revenue collection in two boxes 
from mid to later 20th century. Collector apparently had 
access to some governmental materials and accumulated 
much original documentation along the way. Issuing 
entities include various governmental and commercial 
syndicates, with the adhesives, embossed and stamped 
revenue paper and printed revenue paper all as original. 
The collector wrote up several of the individual items 
pointing out various listed and unlisted varieties. Included 
is the collector’s copy of the Feltus’ Egyptian Revenue 
catalog, inscribed and signed by the author. A trove of 
truly seldom seen original material to delight the special-
ist, acccompanied by an excellent catalog to decode the 
whole thing. S.B. 800.00

375 / The Egyptian portion of an extensive worldwide col-
lection.  Running to about 1985 and housed on Vintage 
Reproduction pages to 1940 and International pages 
thereafter.  Contains a plethora of useful singles and sets 
including airs, dues, officials and occupation issues.  A 
nice group. S.B. 350.00

FALKLAND ISLANDS

376 / Falkland Islands portion of a massive worldwide 
collection.  Runs to 1982 or so with pages continuing to 
1997.  Some better early singles and more modern sets 
with condition generally a plus.  Owner’s catalog value of 
$2190 plus another $226 in Dependency issues.  A lovely 
start. S.B. 350.00

FINLAND

377 / Accumulation of the 1875 to 1892 Arms types. Includes 
about 130 stamps mostly used. Unsearched for cancels, 
or Facit listed shades, paper, and perf varieties.   
  S.B. 375.00

378  Finland NH accumulation of well over $300 Euros face 
in a pizza size box. Tailor made to fill in the empty spaces 
in your contemporary Finland collection and then either 
sell the rest or send them to a relative in Finland.  
  S.B. 300.00

FRANCE

379 / Dealers stock on over eighty 102 size sales cards of 
medium to better grade material. Wonderful group of 
singles and sets that is strong in the 1930’s and 1950’s. 
Many of the better semi postals are included. Lafayette 
we are here to view this selection. S.B. 750.00

380 / Collection of several hundred different mounted on 
Schaubek pages to 1959. Starts with a helpful selection 
of the19th century but most of the value lies in the 20th 
century starting in the 1930’s to the end. Have a quick 
look. S.B. 300.00

FRANCE AND OFFICES

381 / Mostly mint collection mounted on Scott pages to the 
late 1970’s. Includes a dab of Offices in China, plus lots of 
the mid-century French engraved material that we enjoy. 
Give this a look. S.B. 350.00

FRANCE AND COLONIES

382 / Nearly one hundred 102 size sales cards of all medium 
to better grade material with almost no duplication. 
There is a little more value in the colonies than the France. 
Worth your time to view. S.B. 270.00

FRENCH COLONIES

383 / A dealers stock of over one hundred sixty 102 size 
sales cards of medium to better grade material with 
a number of sets. Strong in the post independent period 
which provides for good topical content. Clean and fresh 
and worth your time to view. S.B. 1100.00

384 / French colonies collection from the late 19th Century 
to the late 1960s in two cartons. Thousands of mixed 
mint and used stamp in full, partial sets, and singles on 
computer generated pages in ten binders. Involves Africa 
Oceania, Asia, and Caribbean colonies.  Wonderful offer-
ing that was the pride and joy of  the collector. Now you 
can have the same experience by biding and winning this 
lot. S.B. 750.00
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FRENCH MOROCCO

385  A wonderfully fresh, largely complete collection to 1955 
on Yvert pages plus others. Many of the sets are complete. 
Quality group of stamps that deserves an extended view-
ing. S.B. 550.00

GERMANY

386  A wonderful selection of better material with an in-
ventory list enclosed. Great for the internet dealer or for 
making lists. Take time to view this group. Cat. 8900.00

387  Wholesale Third Reich souvenir sheets. Mostly mint 
with majority never hinged others with event cancella-
tions. Well worth checking out. Cat. 8350.00

388 // Phenomenal Germany collection from the North Ger-
man Confederation to the mid 1980’s. The collector 
obtained most post war issues in blocks of four, or more, 
and obtained the booklets in the same way. Highlights 
abound; postage includes 65 and 65A mint, all the semi 
souvenir sheets including a B58 and a very well preserved 
B68, etc. Lots of spices too, a series of 1934 rocket flight 
labels, pages of errors, sheets of twenty five of the various 
Leipzig fair issues, French Occupation zone singles and 
blocks, British/US zone post horn overprints in singles 
and blocks of four, etc. Earlies are used, and include sev-
eral very attractive cancels, appears all mint from 1889. 
Outstanding collection and well worth your time  
  S.B. 6500.00

389 / Strong five volume Scott albums. One volume Germany 
and empire, one Berlin, one Semis/BOB, one Colonies 
and Territories and one DDR. Wonderful collection mint 
and used though way more mint than used. Includes some 
posthorns, one zepp, to South America, mostly complete 
to 1998. Semi postal complete mint thru 1997. Many 3rd 
Reich sets and souvenir sheets. The colonies/states/territo-
ries have good selection of midrange material. Saar looks 
good. Berlin has all three bell sets plus 9NB1-3. DDR 
very thick, includes Goethe sheet and Mao set. Virtually 
all spots filled to 1980s. S.B. 1000.00

390  Small group of 1930’s booklets. Includes Michel #’s 
MH31, 41x2, 42.1 and 43. All F-VF Mi. €1000

391 / All About Germany. Dealer’s stock of mint and used 
singles and sets, 1870s to 1970s, in retired APS sales cir-
cuit books and on stock pages. Contains a group of almost 
forty APS sales circuit books with an approximate remain-
ing retail value of over $2,000. In addition, there are four 
sales books not included in that retail value calculation. 
Also features a dealer’s backup stock of a few thousand 
mint and used stamps on forty-seven manila stock pages. 
Mixed condition, with most items in collectable condition. 
Plenty of potential. S.B. 600.00

392 / Two sparsely filled albums and seven stockbooks to 
2000 with thousands of stamps. Early Germany, post war 
and Berlin are all represented. There is a good amount of 
duplication that will be beneficial to the dealer. Well worth 
your time to view. S.B. 475.00

393  Germany NH selection of over 650 Euros face in a pizza 
size box. Contains plenty of mini sheets and dozens of 
other mini sheets from the 1980-2000 Deutsch mark era. 
Bargain at our suggested bid. S.B. 425.00

394 / Many thousands in glassines with most mint and much 
never hinged also includes souvenir sheets. Very high 
catalog value so make extra time to view this one. 
  S.B. 200.00

GERMANY AND BERLIN

395 / A clean group of almost all used with a few souvenir 
sheets. The Bundesrepublik goes to 2000. View the images 
then make time to view the complete lot. S.B. 325.00

GERMANY AND DDR

396 / Three large stockbooks filled with DDR. Clean and 
fresh material that the internet dealer or one making lists 
can readily use. Take a look. S.B. 300.00

GERMAN OFFICES AND COLONIES

397 / Mounted on Lindner hingeless pages and mainly mint 
with some used. Offices in China, Turkey, New Guinea, 
Southwest and East Africa are the most numerous. Several 
of the high values have expertizing marks on the back. A 
collector’s collection ready for completion. Take time to 
view a quality collection. S.B. 800.00

GERMANY AND AREAS

398 / Two Scott Specialized volumes to 1998 of German states, 
colonies, plebiscites, and Berlin. This is a great beginners 
collection including good Saar, and Danzig. Take your 
time viewing and enjoy it. S.B. 800.00

399 / Almost a hundred 102 size sales cards with all useful 
medium to better material. A good share are complete 
sets or key values. Strong in the postwar period through 
the 1950’s but several other periods are notable such as 
3rd Reich and Saar are notable. Any duplication is low.  
  S.B. 650.00

400 / Germany and Area collection from 1872 to 1992 in 
two Minkus albums in one carton. Contains thousands 
of mixed mint, used, and CTO stamps in full partial sets, 
singles, and souvenir sheets. One album encompasses 
Germany, States, and Berlin and the other album entails 
DDR and Area. No keys but still plenty of material making 
this a better than average encountered collection.  
  S.B. 425.00

401 / Several hundred Germany, DDR, East Africa, etc. from 
Federation to mid-1950’s. Mostly used. S.B. 400.00

GERMAN AREAS

402 / Third Reich Specialty Collection. Three stockbooks 
filled with stamps, souvenir sheets, booklet panes, and 
covers depicting Adolf Hitler. Includes plenty of se-ten-
ants, overprints, and special event material. Some items 
are expertized; others might require an expert’s eye for 
full evaluation. Impressive coverage of a controversial, 
yet popular topical field. S.B. 800.00
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EAST GERMANY

403 / Two Yvert albums of the DDR to 1990 and five stock 
books moderately populated collection. A quality mint and 
used collection that needs to be organized and built upon. 
Perfect opportunity for the serious collector. S.B. 600.00

GHANA

404  Eleven good condition White Ace three ring albums, 
1957 first issue to 2001 or so. Loads of topical interest, 
owners cat $5,400. Neatly mounted. S.B. 500.00

GREAT BRITAN

405  Early British that will attract your attention like #3, 
4, 96, 108, and 139. A quality group with many better 
cancellations. There are images of all including the com-
memorative labels. Take your time viewing this lot and 
enjoy. Cat. 8300.00

406  Collection of approximately 80 different mounted on 
homemade pages from 1854 to 1881. Includes an emphasis 
on plate types but, also beneficial for a few multiples and 
premium cancels. Very high catalog total in better condi-
tion than average. S.B. 750.00

407  Never hinged accumulation sorted in over three hun-
dred glassines. Runs from 1963 to 1997 with most being 
complete sets. Quality items for lists and internet sales. 
Take time to view this group. S.B. 550.00

408  About 1200 first-class rate stamps in “Smiler” sheets. 
A fresh and clean lot worth a view. S.B. 450.00

409 / Great Britain collection/accumulation from 1850 to the 
1970s in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly 
used stamps but also some mint having useful backup. 
Entails a Davo hingeless album and slipcase from 1850-
1970. Highlights include used Scott #1 and #124. Likewise 
incorporates a folder and stock pages of extras beneficial 
for searching for cancels and varieties. Check it out. You 
might like it. S.B. 300.00

410  Nearly complete collection of #33’s mounted in a ap-
proval type book. Missing only four plate numbers (77, 
211, 219 & 224). Number 225 has a short corner perf 
otherwise most are Fine or better. S.B. 200.00

GREAT BRITAIN (CHANNEL ISLANDS)

411 // Twenty pages of Herm Island stamps and covers.  Like 
the better known Lundy, Herm issued local stamps for use 
on mail from the Island to Guernsey or Great Britain.  One 
of the few lots we’ll ever describe as “cute”. S.B. 120.00

GREAT BRITAIN (GUERNSEY)

412  Never hinged accumulation with many sets sorted into 
almost 150 glassines. Quality material for someone who 
does lists. Well worth a view. S.B. 350.00

GREAT BRITAIN (ISLE OF MAN)

413  Never hinged accumulation sorted into 220 glassines. 
Runs from 1973 to 2007 and looks to be mostly sets. Great 
for the internet dealer and for lists. Make time to view this 
clean and fresh group. S.B. 350.00

GREAT BRITAIN (JERSEY)

414  Never hinged accumulation sorted into over two hun-
dred glassines. Runs from 1969 to 1993 and looks to be 
mostly sets. An opportunity to pick up fresh material for 
lists and internet sales. S.B. 500.00

415 / Beginning with German Occupation covers and con-
tinuing to 1997 there are many interesting items. Regis-
tered first day covers of German Occupation, memorabilia 
from the Victorian period, and Queen Elizabeth II Silver 
Jubilee stamp booklet are among the more interesting 
philatelic items. The material is either blocks, mini sheets 
or covers. You may want to spend a little extra time view-
ing this lot. S.B. 325.00

GREAT BRITAIN AND CHANNEL ISLANDS

416 / Nice collection in a pair of Scott Specialty albums.  
The first album has Great Britain and includes (used) a 
Penny Black; the 6p embossed; a group of 33 collected 
by plate number; 57 (2); and 124.  A few of the earlier 
mint highlights are 82 and 104.  Good back of the book 
is here as well.  The collection is mostly complete from 
about 1924 to the mid 1980’s.  The second album houses 
the Channel Islands with useful Alderney, Guernsey, and 
Isle of Mann.  Both albums have pages running to 1999 
with stamps ceasing in the mid 1980’s.  Worth a serious 
look. S.B. 900.00

GREAT BRITAIN AND OFFICES

417 / A collection of several hundred different mounted in 
a clean Scott specialty album to the mid 1990’s. Early 
items of interest are #1, 37, 39, 44, 96, 108, 139, 140, 173 
and more. A collection worth improving and expanding. 
Make time to view this one. S.B. 1100.00

GREECE

418  Fresh material in single and block format great for 
someone doing lists. Take a look at these attractive 
stamps. S.B. 500.00

GREENLAND

419 / Very nice mint collection, much of the early is NH, 
includes 23a, 25a, 26a, 27a. MacMillian Private labels in 
sheetlets of four, numbered #733, 764 and imperf #197. 
Thule Locals Danish Souvenir sheet. S.B. 900.00

420 / A wonderful group in a Lighthouse album with strong 
areas like the 1945 Liberation of Denmark overprints and 
Thule locals. A good collection to continue. Make time to 
view. S.B. 300.00

HUNGARY

421 / Hungary assortment from 1919 to the 1950s in a pizza 
size box. Around 200 mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets on stock or album pages. 
Four Spain souvenir sheets from the 1958 Brussels Expo 
come along for the ride. Small, compact and useful.  
  S.B. 280.00
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INDIA

422  About 500 different NH stamps and booklet panes on 
four stock pages. All post war issues. Cat. 1224.00

423  Contemporary India stamp offering of NH, 2009-2016. 
Includes several examples of “sponsored” or “personal-
ized” stamps in sheet form. All material has been carefully 
placed into mounts and is displayed on clean pages in a 
KABE binder. Overall high retail value and an unusual 
conversation piece for stamp club meetings. S.B. 375.00

INDIA AND STATES

424 / Collection hinged on Specialty pages to 1956.  Most 
value in India including a used 10 Rupee Ghandi and 
mint 254-271.  A bit of useful States are present as well.  
A pleasing little lot. S.B. 150.00

IRAN

425 / Twenty-two sales cards containing a variety of the 1870’s 
Coat of Arms issues “as is”. Good for reference.  
  S.B. 100.00

IRELAND

426  Never hinged accumulation sorted into nearly 500 
glassines. Begins in 1962 and runs to 2007 with many 
sets. Good for someone who does lists. Worth a view. 
  S.B. 700.00

427  P.O. presentation book issued in 1940. Includes 106-117 
etc. small stain on front cover otherwise F-VF  
  Cat. 125.00

ISRAEL

428 /FDC Matzo Ball Soup and Gefilte Fish. All the necessary 
components of a basic comfort collection of Israel stamps. 
Includes a box full of hundreds and hundreds of mint 
singles, sets, sheetlets, and souvenir sheets mainly from 
the 1950s to the early 2000s. Most items are housed in 
glassines, and some are identified by year and Scott 
catalog number. Also contains a stockbook of assorted 
organized mint items. We noticed numerous FDCs and 
special event covers from the late 1940s to the 1960s, 
with a smattering of commercial covers. A few surprises 
await the careful viewer. Overall excellent condition and 
ready for a new home. S.B. 325.00

429 / Two volume collection on Minkus pages to about 2006. 
First fifty or so stamps are mostly used, then the rest are 
mint, most with tabs. Majority in black mounts and much 
NH. Take a look, might fill your gaps nicely.  
  S.B. 200.00

SARDINIA

430 / Small group of forerunners identified on seven 
salescards plus #7x3, 8x3 and 9 mostly used variety of 
shades high potential catalog “as is” Fine S.B. 400.00

ITALY

431 / Love Italian Style. Six file boxes of mint Italian singles 
and sets, 1920s to 2008. Thousands and thousands of 
stamps, placed into glassines and often marked with 
the appropriate Scott catalog number. Plenty of topical, 
cultural, and historical appeal. Manageable, intentional 
duplication. Includes BOB. F-VF condition, with a wealth 
of MNH material. An easy lot to fall in love with and an 
important opportunity to acquire a strong stock of twen-
tieth-century Italian stamps. S.B. 3000.00

432  A small group of better early Italy with desirable du-
plication. Great lot for the internet or show dealer. Well 
worth your time to view. S.B. 1800.00

433 / Dealer’s stock in over fifty 102 size sales cards of me-
dium to better grade. A clean group of quality material 
that will attract attention. Well worth a view.  
  S.B. 900.00

ITALY AND COLONIES

434  A quality accumulation of mint mostly never hinged 
identified in glassines. A great lot for the internet dealer 
or one making lists. You will enjoy viewing this group.  
  S.B. 750.00

ITALY AND AREAS

435 / About one hundred thirty 102 size sales cards all 
medium to better grade. A clean lot with almost no 
duplication that includes a few Vatican City items. Make 
time to view. S.B. 750.00

ITALIAN AREAS

436 / Four pages of medium to better stamps. Mostly mint 
which includes a Vatican #155a plus good value in Libya, 
Somalia and Tripolitania. All fine or better. S.B. 240.00

ITALY AND TRIESTE

437 / Attractive group beginning in the 1930s and going to 
1980. Starts as used changes to mint toward the end of 
the 1960s with better items. Trieste is a mint selection 
and represents over half the value. Well worth your time 
to view. S.B. 450.00

ITALY-TRIESTE

438  A lovely group of all mint mostly never hinged sets. 
Useful duplication the internet dealer and those making 
lists will appreciate. Well worth a view. S.B. 300.00

JAPAN

439  All different mint beginning in the 1890s including 
parks, #158, 422, A Girl Blowing Glass (#616), B9, B10 
and airmails. There are many quality items and images 
of all. Well worth your time to view. Cat. 3100.00
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440 / Four volume Specialty collection from 1871 to 2014. 
Well filled with mostly used to 1985. Collector even 
accumulated modern after 1985 as used. National Parks 
S/s 283, 293a, 306a, 311a, 318a, 323a. Owners cat over 
$10,000. Other goodies throughout. Have a look to see 
how it might fill your gaps. S.B. 1500.00

441 / Original Japan selection from the 1880s to 1959 in a 
medium box. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used 
stamps mounted on blank pages in two binders. Includes 
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir, 
and some full sheets having some joyful backup. Appears 
the late 1940s material was purchased directly from the 
post office probably by military personnel stationed there. 
Difficult to find an original holding from this country in 
today’s philatelic market. Examination recommended.  
  S.B. 1000.00

442 / An attractive collection moderately to lightly filled 
to 1980, pages to 1990. The majority is mint with better 
souvenir sheets. Suggest a thorough viewing and you will 
be pleased. S.B. 600.00

443 / In a very clean Scott specialty album suitable for 
expansion. Begins to be better populated in the 1870s 
and continues from there until the 1940s. After that there 
are clusters of stamps here and there. This is a great col-
lection to expand upon. Make some time to view this 
opportunity. S.B. 450.00

444 / Japan collection as received in a pair of Scott Specialty 
binders to about 1990.  Earlies are used, turning mostly 
mint in the 1950’s, with significant face value to the end.  
Representation from semis, airs, offices and a few postal 
cards are present.  Only a few souvenir sheets are here 
and most higher catalog items are missing but a solid start 
with stamps and albums in generally nice condition and 
pickings throughout. S.B. 450.00

445  Beginning in the 1870’s all different used with many bet-
ter items. Images for all, including parks beginning with 
Fuji-Hakone, #422 Beauty Looking Back, #B9, #C9-13, 
and other air mails. Material to enhance your collection 
so make time to view. S.B. 375.00

446 / Mounted collection of a couple thousand with issues 
to the Millennium. The stamps are just crammed on old 
crumbly pages in rough Scott order. Remounting on nicer 
pages will do wonders. S.B. 375.00

447 / Mostly mint collection to 1968 in a Minkus album. A 
few souvenir sheets, plus some decent used earlies. 
  S.B. 300.00

448 / Japan selection in a stock book in a pizza size box. 
Incorporates around 135 mint stamps in full, partial sets, 
singles, and souvenir sheets from 1947 to 1981. Highlights 
include Scott #422, 423, and 498 sheet of five. Also #422 
event cover, postal card, and neat souvenir page. A delight-
ful offering. S.B. 300.00

449 / A pair of three ring binders with a pleasing group of 
Japanese stamps.  It starts with several moderately bet-
ter mint or used singles and sets, like mint 473a and 479.  
Turns virtually all mint around 1963 and, from there, runs 
substantially complete mint to 1994 with over 80,000 yen 
face S.B. 280.00

450 / Primarily mint assembly of mostly modern material 
in glassines and dealer pages. Owner’s cat is $1,300. In-
cludes a couple National Parks sheets and other goodies. 
Sift through it for what works for you. S.B. 210.00

451 / Hundred thirteen 19th century stamps identified on 
85 salescards by a competent philatelist. Determined to 
be forgeries and genuine. Still offered “as is” but good 
for the specialist. S.B. 75.00

KOREA

452 / A collection that has few earlies but picks up in the late 
1940’s. From 1958 to its ending in 1967 it is mostly mint 
and there are many souvenir sheets. This is a selection 
that can be expanded upon. Worth checking out. 
  Cat. 3550.00

453 / Mix of mint singles, sets, souvenir sheets and multiples 
from 1960’s to modern in glassines, dealer pages and 
stock pages. If Korea is your area, a fun and not over-
whelming lot to sift through for the goodies. 
  Cat. 2750.00

454 / Moderately to lightly populated with mostly mint to 
1980 with additional pages to 1990. Includes a complete 
set of the 1951-1952 U.N. set and most of the souvenir 
sheets plus other better. This is an appealing start to a 
Korea collection. Take time to look it over. 
  S.B. 600.00

455 / Korea original assortment mounted on blank black 
pages roughly from 1946 to early 1960s. About one 
hundred mint and used having a good variety appearing to 
have been directly purchased at a post office by a military 
personnel stationed there. S.B. 150.00

LEBANON

456 / Mounted on old European made pages this collection is 
mostly mint continuing to the mid-1940s. A clean group 
with quality stamps deserves a careful view.  
  S.B. 375.00

LIBERIA

457 / Good value in the pre-WWII era. This group also has 
a number of signed sheets. An interesting lot deserving a 
good look. S.B. 270.00

LIECHTENSTEIN

458  All different used with many better items. Starts at 
the beginning and continues to the airmails. All stamps 
photographed and well worth a view. Cat. 3734.00

459  All different pre 1940 including #1-3, are awaiting your 
viewing. Other interesting items are the #94-107 set and 
the four Zeppelins. Back of the book includes #C2-6, 
C9-C13, postage dues, and officials. Well worth a view. 
  Cat. 3300.00

460  An exceptionally clean group with desirable items as 
sets and singles throughout. Beginning with #1-3, and 
continuing to #B7-10, C9-13, and officials, more are here 
to improve your collection. Inspect and enjoy.  
  Cat. 2000.00

461 / Attractive collection in three albums to 1990’s. Semi’s 
are strong, overall, 90% mint. Includes 4 boxes of FDC, 
over 2000 total, and a box of 1978-2007 Maxicards 274 
of the 279 issued during that period. High Zumstein and 
Scott for this collection. Give this one a good look.  
  S.B. 1400.00
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462  Never hinged accumulation in about three hundred 
glassines. A fresh group that runs from 1945 to 1997. 
Looks to be mostly sets. Show and internet dealers will 
appreciate the good duplication so make time to view.  
  S.B. 600.00

463  Journey to the Alps. Mint collection of Liechtenstein, 
1917 to early 1970s. Expertly hinged onto Scott specialty 
pages. Features many complete sets and attractive BOB 
coverage. High level of completion for the time period; 
missing some of the more elusive items. S.B. 375.00

464 / Land of the Postage Stamp. Mint and used collection 
of Liechtenstein, 1917-1963. Hinged onto Scott Interna-
tional pages. Features many complete sets and good BOB 
coverage. Almost complete for the time period; missing 
some of the more elusive items. S.B. 240.00

465 / Approximately thirty 102 size sales cards. All medium 
to better grade material roughly to the 1950’s. Only a few 
duplicates. A useful group. S.B. 210.00

LUXEMBOURG

466 / Two three ring albums, strong earlies and a good run of 
semi’s, airs and Officials. High catalog. S.B. 1600.00

467  Luxembourg NH selection of roughly 850+ Euros face 
from 2001-2007 in a pizza size box. Also contains around 
125 “A” stamps and a small bunch of 1999-2001 “F” 
stamps. Well worthy of your attention as you can complete 
the empty spaces in your contemporary Luxembourg col-
lection. Then sell the extras on the internet or send them 
to a relative in Luxembourg. S.B. 425.00

MEXICO

468 / A fine Mexico collection in two volumes. Obviously high 
Scott value, but spiced with many interesting multiples 
and varieties. Hidalgo, Maximilian, Numeral issues, Civil 
war issues, overprints, etc. MEPSI certs on #4, 70a, 204a, 
624, etc. The albums are just fine, but this collection is 
looking for a new owner who will give it the curating it 
needs to really shine. Don’t miss this one if you enjoy 
Mexico philately. S.B. 1700.00

469 // Three ring binder with manila stock pages of unpicked, 
heavily duplicated stamps (50+ pages), and an inside box 
with 100’s of covers, postal stationary, stamps on dealer 
cards pages and glassines, all the material the collector 
liked but did not get around to mounting. An interesting 
lot to take your collecting interests in a new direction.  
  S.B. 400.00

470 / Lighthouse stock book having earlies through 1989. 
Some souvenir sheets and back of the book to make this 
more desirable. The internet or show dealer will find this 
a useful assortment. Take time to view. S.B. 375.00

471  Mexico revenue accumulation consisting of owner’s 
count of 5,000+ mainly used having plenty of backup 
roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1960s in a me-
dium box. Involves a cigar box in glassines and stockbook 
as well as thirty-three miscellaneous documents. Have a 
fiesta sorting and selling. S.B. 250.00

472 / A most useful accumulation of forgeries depicting early 
issues. Includes various Hidalgo types, 1910 overprints, 
Costillas, Coat of Arms, Maximilians, bisects on cover etc. 
Time to add spice to your Mexican fiesta. S.B. 200.00

MONACO

473 / Monaco in all it’s splendor. Two shoeboxes loaded with 
mint examples of the principality’s stamp production, late 
1940s to 2010. Topical bonanza. Thousands of colorful 
stamps. Organized as singles or sets in glassines with ap-
propriate Scott catalog number. Manageable, intentional 
duplication of most issues. Includes BOB. F-VF condition, 
mostly MNH. Great opportunity to acquire a strong stock 
of Monaco’s post-WWII stamps. S.B. 1600.00

474  Wonderful Monaco all mint collection to 2013 in bind-
ers. The collector took great care in assembling this group 
and much of the material is never hinged. A nice clean lot 
to bring up to date. S.B. 1000.00

NETHERLANDS

475  Never hinged accumulation sorted into over four 
hundred glassines. Runs from 1978 to 1989 with many 
complete sets. Good for someone who does lists. Make 
time to view. S.B. 700.00

476 / Straightforward Beauty. One-volume impressive col-
lection of singles, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, etc. 
from the Netherlands, 1852-1981. Includes plenty of 
BOB.  Condition is excellent; material is mint (o.g. or 
n.h.) and used. All items are mounted or hinged onto clean, 
but slightly worn pages of a Schaubek album; binder is 
undamaged. Almost complete for the time period; miss-
ing only the more elusive stamps, for the most part. High 
overall catalog value. S.B. 600.00

477 / Collection of a few hundred mostly different early 
items to the 1930s. Positive duplication and some better 
cancelations enhance this holding. Well worth your time 
to view. S.B. 375.00

NEW ZEALAND

478 / Mounted in four albums and sparsely populated 
with used material in the early years.  It picks up in the 
twentieth century and by mid-century it is mostly mint. 
There are stockpages and a binder of additional material 
plus back of the book. A great collection to continue from 
where it left off in 2008. Take a close look at this one.  
  S.B. 425.00

479 / Mounted collection of upward towards a couple 
hundred mostly different starting in 1874 and running 
to the 1920’s on Scott pages. Chiefly used and a good 
representation for the time period with shade and perf 
variations. S.B. 325.00

NEWFOUNDLAND

480 / Nearly three dozen items on twenty sales cards, all 
1857-1862 issues. Includes mint and used genuine and 
forgeries. S.B. 250.00

NORWAY

481 / Assembly of well over four hundred of the 1872 to 1908 
Posthorn types. Mostly used which gives the specialist 
pleasure searching for shades, cancels, perfs, re-engrav-
ings etc. Have fun. S.B. 600.00
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482 / Two Lighthouse 3-ring binders, one of which houses 
mint stamps, the other is primarily used.  Useful items 
throughout in generally F-VF+ condition.  A quick look 
is all you’ll need. S.B. 300.00

483  Stock page containing 39 of the 1863 to 1868 Coat of 
Arms issues. Nice group for shade, cancel and printing 
types. S.B. 290.00

484 / Stockbook housing an accumulation of around 450 
postage and telegraph stamps issued by Norwegian By-
Posts (local stamps).  A few from other Scandinavian 
locals may have snuck in as well.  Totally unpicked, mixed 
mint and used with manageable duplication.  Fascinat-
ing. S.B. 200.00

485  Small group of the King Oscar I types. Good for cancels, 
shades and plate flaws. S.B. 90.00

PAKISTAN

486 / Pakistan collection primarily housed in a pair of spring-
back albums.  Appears virtually complete mint from the 
overprinted India issues of 1947 to the late 1970’s.  Later 
issues as well as used duplicates are in three stockbooks or 
on a few album pages in a folder.  A very nice collection 
from a less often seen area that deserves a solid review.  
  S.B. 450.00

POLAND

487 / Small, desirable accumulation of forces in Italy. All 
but one item are souvenir sheets mixed mint and used. 
Expertly identified. Mostly Fine or better. S.B. 400.00

488 / Polish Pride. Two three-ring binders filled with an 
eclectic mix of twentieth-century singles, sets, souvenir 
sheets, special event covers, and privately produced labels 
and sheetlets. Hundreds of colorful items mounted on 
first-class stock pages. This lot highlights many aspects 
of Polish culture and history, including scientists and 
technological advances, freedom fighters, battles, intel-
lectuals, religious leaders, athletes, artists and art.  Also, 
showcases leaders and organizations in Polish philately. 
Topnotch condition. Worth a look. S.B. 325.00

489 / Collection that is very sparse in the early years but 
well populated after 1920 and continues to 1960. Noticed 
better items, souvenir pages, and a binder of stock. Great 
material for the internet dealer and could also be beginner 
material for the collector. Well worth a view.  
  S.B. 300.00

490 / Poland assortment from 1920 to the early 1990s in two 
cartons. Thousands and thousands of used stamps having 
enormous backup in three binders on manila stock pages 
organized in Scott order. Terrific for looking for town 
cancels or varieties. Also encompasses roughly 1,000 
FDCs from 1950 to 1994. If you like used Polish stamps 
this lot has your name on it. S.B. 270.00

491  Accumulation sorted into glassines mostly postage 
dues and occupation stamps with some officials and semi 
postals. Great for making lists. Take a look.  
  S.B. 210.00

PORTUGAL

492 / Dealer’s stock in thirty-nine, 102 size sales cards of 
medium to better grade. A clean group of quality material 
that the internet dealer or show dealer can use. Well worth 
a view. S.B. 475.00

PORTUGESE COLONIES

493  Azores and Madeira mini sheets, souvenir sheets, and 
booklets all never hinged. Useful duplication and perfect 
for the internet dealer or one making lists. Make a little 
time to view this group. Cat. 3775.00

ROMANIA

494 / Better collection to 1990s in attractive albums. The 
earlies are moderately populated to the twentieth century 
then virtually complete to the 1990s. Good back of the 
book with interesting items. Well worth a close inspec-
tion. S.B. 800.00

495 / Romania useful collector’s collection of material con-
tinuing to the 1970s. There are areas that need work and 
other areas that are strong. Good back of the book with 
many interesting items. Nice collection to build upon.  
  S.B. 375.00

RUSSIA

496 / Wonderful collection of several thousand different in 
mounts filling three very clean Minkus albums with dust 
cases. Most of the material is mint with many souvenir 
sheets. The group ends in 1993 and provides a collector 
opportunity to continue to the modern era. This one de-
serves an extended viewing. S.B. 2700.00

497 / Two stock books and a binder of mostly mint mate-
rial including souvenir sheets. A clean group with a wide 
assortment a collector will appreciate. There are some 
cancelled items that deserve a good look. Well worth 
checking out. S.B. 500.00

498 / Russia selection from 1962/2002 in a medium carton. 
Thousands of mostly mint but some years are used in full 
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in three Mystic albums 
having owner’s catalog of $3,500+. Two albums have 
identical stamps from 1967-1989. Worthy of your atten-
tion. S.B. 500.00

499 / Russia collection from 1866 to 1995 in three Minkus 
albums in one carton. Thousands of mixed mint, used, 
and CTO stamps in full partial sets, singles, and souvenir 
sheets. Nice collector’s collection just waiting for comple-
tion and continuation. S.B. 350.00

RUSSIA AND AREAS

500 / Russian areas include offices, states, Crete and civil war 
issues. High catalog value. Be certain to view the images 
and place your bid. S.B. 1000.00

501 / About fifty 102 size sales cards of all medium to better 
grade material. Generally Soviet period to 1950. A little 
duplication. S.B. 325.00
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SOMOA

502 / Mint 1873 to 1990’s collection in a specialty album 
in mounts. Great condition throughout, and ready to be 
continued. Attractive material, earlies may require some 
inspection. S.B. 250.00

SAN MARINO

503  A never hinged accumulation sorted into over 600 
glassines running from 1963 to 1990. These are mostly 
sets and good for anyone who does lists. Well worth your 
time to view. S.B. 1050.00

504  San Marino NH assortment of over 1,000 Euros face in 
a pizza size box. Consists of plenty of souvenir sheets plus 
a pile of 1995-2001 pre-euro. Thousands and thousands 
of lira face coming along for the ride. Huge catalog value. 
Money maker at our suggested bid. S.B. 800.00

ST. PIERRE AND MIQUELON

505 / Three ring binder with good selection of SPM sets and 
singles, some Libre and FNFL overprints also. A solid start 
in this area, or good source to fill your gaps.  
  S.B. 500.00

SWEDEN

506  All mint with many never hinged. Beginning in 1889 
and continuing to 1965 better singles and sets are #200, 
216, 251-262, B32-B36, C1-C3, and many more. Images 
of the complete lot are provided.  Cat. 25,000.00

507  All used with many better values and cancellations 
from 1855 to 1940.  A strong back of the book with a 
good amount of semi-postal and early air mail. Official 
stamps are included as well as the parcel post issue. Take 
your time viewing this one and enjoy. Cat. 21,200.00

508  An accumulation of booklets from 1967 to 2006 with 
high catalog value. Excellent opportunity to refill dealer 
stock or for lists. Clean material for internet sales and well 
worth a view. Cat. 11,000.00

509 / Very attractive Sweden in four expensive Lighthouse 
albums, with slip cases, and a stock book, from the begin-
ning to 2014. A few classics, including a #37 with a cert 
(faulty). Over 95% complete 1935-2014, with much of 
that NH. Easy to continue. The stockbook is all booklets. 
Nice cancels and clean material. S.B. 1400.00

510 / Mostly used collection on Scott pages to 1968 generally 
F-VF. Numerals, Gustav V well represented.  
  S.B. 325.00

511  Stock book of NH sets most 2000 to 2020 Issues. Includes 
multiples, souvenir sheets, etc. S.B. 300.00

512 / Multiple albums, binders, pages with mounted and 
unmounted mint and used. Somewhat haphazard and 
looking for a new collector to organize it and help it shine. 
Some nice cancels and attractive modern. S.B. 250.00

513 / Good cancel pickings plus many booklets are the strength 
of this group. Worth your time to view. S.B. 180.00

SWITZERLAND

514  Six different souvenir sheets NH F-VF Cat. 435.00

515 / Mostly mint sets with much never hinged identified on 
the glassines. Great for the internet dealer or for making 
lists. A useful selection. S.B. 400.00

516 / Predominantly used collection in a Specialty album to 
1987. Light on souvenir sheets, but good semi postals and 
other BOB, also cancels to be inspected. Give this one a 
good look. S.B. 300.00

517 / Over fifty 102 size sales cards holding medium to bet-
ter material. Strong in used complete sets, especially in 
the semis. Beneficial for someone who does lists as any 
duplication is low and balanced. Clean throughout.  
  S.B. 220.00

518 / Swiss Military selection from the 1930s in a stock book. 
Contains roughly 450 mostly mint stamps with a few used 
having a good variety. Cannot tell if complete or partial 
sets as well as if any duplication. Photos show what you 
are bidding on. S.B. 200.00

TURISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS

519  Mint and used accumulation of thousands sorted and 
identified in envelopes you can’t see into. The majority 
are from the 1980’s and 1990’s with duplication some-
times up to a 100. Many complete sets. All very clean.  
  S.B. 400.00

TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS

520  Turks and Caicos in a Scott album and three ring binder, 
with some mint Turks Islands stamps and postal stationary. 
Includes some to-be-mounted material. Check the photos 
for a flavor. S.B. 400.00

521 / Turks and Caicos Islands collection in three Palo 
hingeless albums from 1985-2012 in one carton. Hundreds 
of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. 
Almost complete for the pages. Popular British colony 
and well worth a bid. S.B. 200.00

UKRAINE

522 / A fascinating mounted collection of over 600 stamps. 
Almost all are the various Trident overprint types with 
only a handful of used. Looks to be expertly organized 
by region and a few marked as fakes. Rarely do you see 
so many of these issues at one time, not to mention this 
well organized. Not to be missed. S.B. 600.00

VATICAN CITY

523 / Mostly mint and mainly complete sets. You can enjoy 
sorting through these. Worth a look. S.B. 400.00

524 / Vatican collection/accumulation from the1930s to 
the late 1990s in one carton. Consists of hundreds and 
hundreds of mostly mint but also used in full, partial sets, 
and singles in two different albums missing the keys. Also 
includes ancillary material in several counter books, a 
stockbook, small box, and envelope having backup. Dona-
tion lot from the Sisters of St. Francis in Joliet, Illinois and 
proceeds will go to their mission in Brazil. S.B. 150.00
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VENEZUELA

525  Collection of the Steamship and Coat of Arms issues 
x 3 of most. Affixed to a presentation sheet. all with the 
manuscripts of Antonio Sucre or his initials and cancelled 
by a control handstamp. With Holcombe cert. condition 
varies. Very scarce. S.B. 600.00

526 / Venezuela collection of around 800 F-VF 95% used, 
1859 to 1966 in a pizza size box. Clean specialty pages, 
and a good start to a popular collecting area. S.B. 350.00

COVERS

UNITED STATES

527  (15L13, 11) 1¢ Blood local on cover tied with a black cds. 
Cover is faulty with tears at front and back. An acceptable 
space filler. S.B. 50.00

528 FDC (551, 576) blocks with N.Y. 1st day cancel. Chicago next 
day receiving cds. on reverse. F-VF S.B. 50.00

529 FDC (565) Washington DC 1st day cancel VF Cat. 400.00
530 FDC (566) stamp off center cover VF Cat. 575.00

531 FDC (567) F-VF Cat. 600.00
532 FDC (617-619) blocks on three matching 1st days minor back 

faults o/w F-VF S.B. 50.00

533  (JQ1-JQ2) 1¢ and 2¢ Parcel Post Postage Due issues on 
cover used as regular postage dues. Both have various 
faults such as small tears, stains, and wrinkles. Good lot 
for the specialist. S.B. 60.00

534  Cairo Sturgill hand illustrated large cover cancelled 
in 1948 in Arno, Virginia. Theme is first class mail and 
mailed to Abilene, Texas. S.B. 50.00

535  A wonderful selection of covers to the 1930s. Beginning 
with stampless and continuing with many corner advertis-
ing items and followed by air mails with commemorative 
events. The collector will enjoy the many interesting items 
illustrated. Take time to view. S.B. 1200.00

536  United States accumulation mostly from the late 
19th Century to the 1930s in one of our largest cartons. 
Owner’s count of about 2,000 commercial covers, postal 
stationery, and postcards having “machine cancels” in two 
albums and three storage boxes. Most identified according 
to the Hanmer catalog with uncommon to scarce ratings. 
Includes roughly 100+ worldwide having interesting 
machine cancels. Unusual offering. Good pickings for 
the specialist. S.B. 750.00

537  Collection of about 150 covers. Primarily 19th century 
starting with a few stampless followed by ten locals. Wide 
variety of frankings with many 1860’s 3 cent red and 
1870’s 3 cent green National Banknotes types included. 
Interest will be found in the town cancellations as there 
are many smaller towns throughout. Condition is rough 
but still a useful group. S.B. 600.00

538 FDC Collection of upwards towards 600 1st days that has 
been stashed away for many years. Starts with a few 2nd 
days from the late 1800’s and runs through the Century 
of Progress issues. Large number of different towns and 
interesting combinations starting with the Huguenot-
Walloons to the end. This is especially noteworthy in the 
Two Cent Reds. A highly advanced collection for the time 
period looking to be mounted on nice pages forming the 
basis of an exhibit. S.B. 600.00

539  Great group of about 450 patriotic covers from the 
World War II era. Mostly different and some with censor-
ship markings. This is a selection the military collector will 
appreciate. Enjoy the images as you figure your bid.  
  S.B. 400.00

540 FDC United States selection from 1962/1985 in a small box. 
Roughly 275 hand painted Lois Hamilton (HAM) mostly 
different FDCs having an excellent variety. Perfect for the 
collector or sales on the internet. S.B. 400.00

541 FDC United States selection from the 1920s to 1967 in a cover 
storage box. Roughly 575 FDCs mainly cacheted having 
many interesting cachets. About 2/3 are from 1920s to 
1930s and about 1/3 are Fluegels from the 1940s to 1967. 
Also, includes a dozen Doris Gold hand painted from 
2011-2014. Very attractive lot having good pickings. 
  S.B. 350.00

542  Twenty-nine covers to or from Japanese Civilian 
Internment or Relocation Camps during World War II.  
Perceived as a security threat, people of Japanese ancestry, 
including American citizens, were isolated in a number 
of sites throughout the U.S. in what is now considered 
an atrocious violation of their civil rights.  These covers 
were an attempt at an exhibit showing the postal history 
of these sites.  Interesting stuff. S.B. 350.00

543  United States accumulation from the 1850s to 1993 in 
a medium box. Roughly 350 commercial covers, postal 
stationery, and postcards. Spotted a few advertising plus 
other fascinating postal history as well as a few worldwide. 
While holding is mainly older material there are some later 
20th Century items that might tickle your fancy. Recom-
mended inspection as condition varies. S.B. 350.00

544  An exhibit with 68 covers entitled “Censor Marks on 
U.S. Military Mail in Alaska and Western Canada During 
World War II”.  The pages show examples of Provisional 
markings, military issued markings, and other means 
denoting examination of the envelope’s contents. An 
interesting topic ripe for further research and expansion. 
  S.B. 325.00

545  United States Michigan assortment from the 1870s 
to the 1930s. Approximately one hundred fifty covers, 
postal cards, and some postcards cancelled in the Wol-
verine State. Appears to be some DPOs too. Wide range 
of conditions so, examination necessary to come up with 
the right number. Nicely set up for internet sales.  
  S.B. 300.00

546  United States advertising selection from the 1870s to 
the 1930s. Roughly eighty covers (four Canadian snuck 
across the border and are included) and a few postal cards.  
Super variety but examination recommended as condition 
varies. Nicely set up for internet sales. S.B. 300.00

547 /FDC US Cover and PPC lot as received. Duplication in some, 
but some interesting older material as well. Fun to sort on 
a cold night. S.B. 300.00
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548 /FDC United States and United Nations selection from the 
1930s to 1990s having heavy emphasis from the 1970s 
to end. Thousands and thousands of mainly cacheted 
addressed, FDCs unused postal stationery, and souvenir 
panels in twelve cartons.  Offered appropriately. Approxi-
mate shipping weight is 420 pounds. S.B. 250.00

549 /FDC United States selection from the 1940s to the 2000s in 
four cartons. Approximately 1,000 FDCs mostly different 
in albums mainly from a East Coast promotional company. 
A snappy deal at our opening bid. S.B. 250.00

550  United States Postal Stationery Accumulation. Two-box 
lot of assorted stamped envelopes and postal cards from 
the twentieth century. Hundreds and hundreds of items. 
Appears to be a former dealer’s stock or a collector’s 
hoard. Ninety-five percent mint; five percent used for 
commercial, private, or philatelic purposes. Considerable 
duplication. Includes some preprinted advertising. F-
VF condition. S.B. 250.00

551 /FDC United States Alaska accumulation of owner’s count 
of 175+ covers and FDCs having 90%+ between the 
1930s-1950s in a medium box. Includes. registered, certi-
fied mail, plane crash, DPOs, dog team mail, advertising, 
special events censored, Navy etc. Alaska postal history 
holding for the specialized collector. S.B. 220.00

552  First Day Covers from 1970s to the mid-1990s includ-
ing some from Great Britain. Topics include World War 
II, wildflowers, bicentennial and others. World War II 
historian will enjoy this group. Worth viewing. 
  S.B. 200.00

553 FDC United States Collins hand painted FDC selection from 
1991-1994 in a medium box. Around 110 all different 
making this a most desirable offering from this popular 
cachetmaker. S.B. 200.00

554  United States accumulation mostly from the 1890s to 
early 1900s in a pizza size box. Encompasses around sixty 
commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Great 
variety of cancels which a specialist will enjoy. Inspection 
recommended since storage was in a humid climate but 
still a pleasurable experience for the postal historian.  
  S.B. 200.00

555  Postal Stationery Grouping. One small box of approxi-
mately 250 U.S. covers from the late nineteenth century 
to the 1940s. Mixed condition, but most items are in col-
lectable form, with clear postmarks, intact stamps, and 
easy-to-read ancillary markings. Includes many transat-
lantic uprated items as well as examples of mint postal 
stationery. Suitable for collector or dealer. S.B. 200.00

556  Postal Card Fun. One small box of over 140 U.S. postal 
cards, 1870s to 1940s. Includes many international us-
ages, reply card pairs, and mint material. Mixed condition, 
with some wear and tear, but no serious damage. Fun lot 
to view and bid on. S.B. 200.00

557  United States aggregation from the 1870s to the 1981. 
Around two hundred commercial covers, postal cards, 
postcards, and Inauguration covers from FDR to Reagan 
in two old style albums in a medium box. Condition widely 
varies so inspection necessary.  Well worth our suggested 
bid. S.B. 200.00

558  Around one hundred sixty covers. Most from the United 
States, a few from abroad. Nineteenth century to 1980. 
Includes personal and business correspondence, military 
mail, philatelic creations, uprated postal stationery, etc. 
Mixed condition, with normal scuffing, tearing, and soil-
ing. Photos provide an overview. S.B. 200.00

559  United States assortment from 1860-1937 in a small 
box. Around forty advertising covers in a small album 
mainly from New York. Postal historians will appreciate 
this offering. Condition varies; so check out the photos. 
Readily saleable. S.B. 170.00

560  Four bankers boxes and one carton of U.S. covers.  
Spotted lots of 2 cent reds, used and unused postal sta-
tionery, event covers and just plain mail.  A few foreign 
may have snuck in.  One carton is mostly subscription 
nonsense but all boxes will enhance your dollar table with 
a few better that can be culled. S.B. 150.00

561  Airmail-Themed Special Event Covers. Twenty-two 
flight covers, most tied to the U.S.S. Macon and the U.S.S. 
Akron, 1929-1950. Commemorating balloon races, diri-
gible special events, disasters, etc. Each with appropriate 
postage, cachet, postmark, and any necessary backstamp 
or other marking. Housed in protective pages. Photos show 
entire lot. S.B. 100.00

562  Calling All Lovers of Postal Stationery. Around one 
hundred twenty mailed and unmailed examples of U.S. 
postal stationery in large format, mostly late nineteenth 
century to post-WWII period. Plenty of foreign destina-
tions with appropriate rates, cancels, markings, labels, 
etc. Mixed condition, but overall sound and collectable. 
Ready for a new home. S.B. 100.00

563  United States around twenty-five Maryland stampless 
covers from the 1820s. From the same correspondence, 
cancelled in Georgetown and mailed to the cashier at the 
Hagerstown Bank. Interesting postal history.  
  S.B. 100.00

564 /FDC Two cartons stuffed with mostly first day covers. Gold 
Foil covers from the Postal Commemorative Society com-
prise about 15% while many of the others are Art Craft, 
and others. Included is a small group of World War II era 
censored covers. A clean group for your viewing.  
  S.B. 100.00

HAWAII

565  Small group of nine Hawaiian Entires with “Specimen”. 
Overall condition is quite nice. Good lot for the special-
ist. S.B. 100.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN

566  Covers in Abundance. Five large cartons filled with a 
wide array of material. Includes commercial and private 
correspondence, first flights, space-related creations, 
FDCs, documents with revenue stamps, and more. New 
and old, U.S. and foreign. Loads of topical and historical 
appeal. Thousands of covers. Mixed condition, but overall 
in collectable, enjoyable form. A fun, attractive lot for 
collectors and dealers alike. S.B. 500.00
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567  Worldwide Cover Selection. Five boxes of mixed covers 
with a total of around 5,000 items, 1920s to 1980s. We 
found postal stationery, personal and business correspon-
dence, FDCs, special event covers, and picture postcards. 
Watch out for occasional surprises hiding among subscrip-
tion-like bulk. Mixed condition, with most material in 
clean, collectable format. Could be a fount of joy for the 
right person. S.B. 500.00

568 /FDC United States and worldwide accumulation from the 
late 19th Century to the 1990s in three cartons. Around 
1,500 FDC, event cover, mostly unused postal stationery, 
postcards, and several subscription items offering a cornu-
copia of countries and issues. Includes a US Bicentennial 
Official Commemorative sterling silver ingot in a 1974 
FDC. Worth exploring. S.B. 400.00

569 /FDC Monster accumulation with a Worldwide flavor but 
weighted to US material. Some golden Replica mate-
rial, but not overly so. Thousands and thousands of FDC, 
private and commercial uses, 2c reds, 3c purple era, really 
a wide-ranging accumulation. S.B. 400.00

570  A banker’s box holding three smaller groupings total-
ing a few hundred covers.  One box is primarily foreign, 
another is mainly U.S., and the third group is a small 
cover album with a dozen or so U.S. zeppelin flights.  We 
spotted a group of covers addressed to a prisoner who, per 
the handwritten notations on the covers, escaped.  While 
we didn’t see any high value covers, all of these were ap-
parently accumulated for their postal history value.  Well 
worth a review. S.B. 350.00

571  Airmail Delight. Almost two hundred covers from 
around the world. Mainly first flights and special event 
covers, with some personal or business correspondence. 
1930s to 1940s. Housed in a deluxe cover album. Oodles 
of postmarks, auxiliary markings, etc. to decipher and 
appreciate. Overall topnotch condition. Take a look. 
  S.B. 300.00

572  A cover accumulation with many well described. Mostly 
U.S. but Canada and other countries slipped into the mix. 
An interesting lot well worth a view. S.B. 200.00

573 /FDC United States and worldwide accumulation mainly 
from the 1930s to the 1990s in six cartons. Roughly a 
thousand or so  FDCs. commercial covers, used  unused 
postal stationery, subscription items, and eight albums of 
golden replicates. A few nuggets might be found. Priced 
accordingly. S.B. 150.00

GENERAL FOREIGN

574  Diverse accumulation of around 2200 worldwide cov-
ers generally from WWI to 1970 or so. Virtually all are 
sleeved, and priced $10-$50 with a few higher and lower, 
overall owner’s retail over $40,000. A great lot with lots 
of countries and uses to supplement your stock or find a 
new collecting theme. Take some time to flip through this 
one. S.B. 1800.00

575  Zeppelin Cover Selection. Forty-two covers and cards 
related to Count Zeppelin and dirigible flights. From 
seven countries, including Germany, Argentina, Brazil, 
the United States, etc. Lots of attractive material with 
varying rates, stamps, postmarks, and auxiliary markings. 
Mixture of picture postcards, business correspondence, 
and philatelic creations. Mixed condition, but overall 
sound and desirable. Housed in protective pages. Photos 
show the entire lot. S.B. 1000.00

576  Zeppelin Delicacies. Forty covers and cards related to 
Count Zeppelin and dirigible flights. From six countries, 
including Germany, Brazil, Hungary, and the United 
States. Lots of attractive material with varying rates, 
stamps, postmarks, and auxiliary markings. Features 
postcards, business and private communication, and 
special event covers. Overall sound, fresh, colorful, and 
appealing. Housed in protective pages. Photos show the 
entire lot. S.B. 1000.00

577  Zeppelin Splendor. Sixteen covers and cards related to 
Count Zeppelin and dirigible flights. From four countries-
-Germany, Brazil, Hungary, and Argentina. Varying rates, 
stamps, postmarks, and markings. Contains postcards, 
business and private communication, and special event 
covers. Overall sound, fresh, and appealing. Photos show 
the entire lot. S.B. 300.00

578  Whoosh! Over forty examples of pneumatic mail, 
including postal stationery and assorted commercial 
correspondence. From Austria, Germany, Switzerland, 
Italy, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Belgium, and France. 
Noteworthy postmarks, labels, and auxiliary markings. 
Everything housed in protective sleeves, some items 
described and priced. Mixed condition, with some wear 
and tear caused by conveyance through pneumatic tubes. 
Photos show a few highlights. S.B. 300.00

579 /FDC Worldwide cover and FDC lot, with duplication. Stron-
gest is Liechtenstein, Australia and New Zealand.  Lots 
to look through to find the gems. S.B. 250.00

580 /FDC Cyprus and St Vincent collection of long format en-
velope FDCs sleeved and ready to go. Lots of topical 
material, the Cyprus looked intriguing. Includes one large 
binder of St Vincent S/S covers. S.B. 200.00

581  Box of Assorted Covers. Over one hundred fifty cov-
ers. Most from Europe, especially Italy and Germany. 
Nineteenth century to 1980s. Includes personal and busi-
ness correspondence, military mail, philatelic creations, 
metered covers, censored mail, etc. Mixed condition, with 
normal scuffing, tearing, and soiling. Photos provide an 
overview. S.B. 200.00

582  Come Fly with Me. Forty-eight foreign airmail covers, 
1920s to 1940s. Includes first flight covers, personal and 
business correspondence, and assorted philatelic creations. 
Sound condition, with assorted stamps, cancels, labels, 
and auxiliary markings. Housed in a like-new Kobra FDC 
album. Photos show entire lot. S.B. 180.00

583 /FDC Worldwide original assortment from the late 1930s to 
the early 1950s in a small box. Approximately 140 FDCs 
event, and commercial covers mounted on blank pages 
in two binders. Spotted Canal Zone, Germany, Hungary, 
Hong Kong 1937 Coronation, India 1948 Gandhi short 
set, Canada etc. Some good pickings. S.B. 150.00
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584  In the Early Days There Were…Stampless Covers. 
Seven select examples of transatlantic mail without 
stamps. Housed in protective sleeves, with some identifi-
cation and pricing. Mixed condition, but without excessive 
creasing, soiling, etc. Many readable markings. Over $300 
total retail value. Photos show entire lot. S.B. 150.00

TOPICALS

585 /FDC Around six hundred hand painted covers mostly of 
marine life, ocean going vessels and the “Wild West.” A 
topical collection can be built from this material. Most 
covers are first day covers; however, the illustrator is 
unknown. Take some time and enjoy perusing this selec-
tion. S.B. 400.00

586 / Unusual concentration of around 500 mainly 1960’s 
an earlier space covers. Gemini, Apollo, Nimbus, Mainer, 
Ranger. Manned launches, recoveries, etc. Mostly cached. 
A desirable lot with loads of interesting ship cancels, a 
few signatures, etc. Need remounting to really shine. Make 
this diamond in the rough your own. S.B. 250.00

EUROPE

587 /FDC 1976 to 1987 Europa FDC collection, around 480 covers 
or so arranged in ring binders. Some earlies in here, good 
accents for a collection or ready for your sales table.  
  S.B. 250.00

LATIN AMERICA

588  Mainly airmail covers from Guatemala, Honduras, 
Haiti, Dominican Republic, Panama, and probably 
other countries we didn’t see in this Pizza box of fun. 
Mostly mid-century material, bright colors and in decent 
shape. Will add spice to your Latin American material, or 
your show stock. S.B. 150.00

589  A small pizza type box with about 80 Latin American 
covers.  Most seem to be Ecuador and Nicaragua.  Cute 
little lot. S.B. 90.00

AUSTRIA

590  Austrian Feldpost in Turkey during WWI. Collection of 
covers and period ephemera. Includes useful background 
information. Mixed condition. Photos show entire lot.  
  S.B. 300.00

BRAZIL

591  About 70 Brazil package cards with revenue stamps and 
contemporary postage stamps.  Most are 1914 to 1923 and 
most have spindle holes.  Colorful and ripe for study.  
  S.B. 60.00

FRANCE

592 /FDC Well organized collection of over 1600 silk FDC gen-
erally covering mid-late 20th century. Attractive stamps 
in their own right, plus silk cache. Not often seen in this 
number. Appear to be in catalog order, sleeved and orga-
nized in five sturdy letter boxes. Ready for finding those 
nice accents to a collection, or for your sales table.  
  S.B. 300.00

GERMANY

593  Germany large, registered cover cancelled in Berlin 
on January 2, 1934. Mailed to Cincinnati having transit 
marks in New York on January 17 and Cincinnati on 
January 23 where a ten cents precancel postage due stamp 
was affixed.  Winter Relief sheets were the original con-
tents. S.B. 40.00

GERMANY-BERLIN

594 /FDC Three covers and one card. Two 1st days and two with 
show cancels. Some minor soiling and wrinkles. Fine  
  S.B. 75.00

GERMANY

595  Third Reich Bounty. Almost one hundred assorted 
covers, photos, and ephemera from the 1932-1945 period 
in Germany. Over $2,000 total retail value. Minimal du-
plication. Excellent condition. Features material related 
to politics, military, athletics, economics, architecture, 
art, holidays, and daily life. All items have been placed in 
protective sleeves, and many are labeled and priced. Good 
opportunity to acquire a comprehensive inventory of Third 
Reich propaganda at a favorable price. S.B. 600.00

596  German Air and rocket mail collection, mainly 1930s 
to 1960s. One hundred twenty examples of personal 
and commercial air and rocket correspondence, picture 
postcards, special event covers, etc. Excellent condition. 
Numerous signed pieces. Minimal duplication. Housed 
in protective pages in a good condition binder. 
  S.B. 300.00

597  Box of Covers. Around two hundred forty covers. Most 
from Germany or German areas, a few general foreign 
items. Nineteenth century to 1960s. Includes personal 
and business correspondence, military mail, philatelic 
creations, Zeppelin covers, pneumatic mail, rocket mail, 
ship mail, metered covers, etc. Mixed condition, with 
normal scuffing, tearing, and soiling. Also contains a book 
on German ship mail. Photos provide an overview.  
  S.B. 250.00

598  Covers, Covers, and More Covers! Approximately 
3,500 German covers of various sizes in five cartons. 
Most date between 1950s and 1990s. Primarily commer-
cial and private correspondence between Germany and 
the U.S. and within East and West Germany. Includes 
some postcards and FDCs. Eye-catching representative 
sampling of German definitives and commemoratives 
on cover. Mixed condition, but much clean material with 
clear cancels. S.B. 200.00

599  WWI Airship Balloons. Group of twelve German 
Empire WWI-era covers/cards, each used via Kaiserlich 
Deutsche Feldpost with Ballonzug/observation balloon 
unit 102. Nice grouping in good, genuinely used condi-
tion, most with contents. Photos show entire lot.  
  S.B. 180.00

600  Germany assortment roughly from 1936-1939 in a pizza 
size box. Around sixty mostly Zeppelin common covers 
offering a cornucopia of flights. Condition widely varies 
so inspection recommended. S.B. 170.00
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GERMAN OFFICES AND COLONIES

601  Over thirty postal cards, postcards, and other types 
of covers from German Offices and Colonies. Mixed 
condition, but some better items. We noticed some fore-
runner material as well as registered mail and Via Siberia 
markings. Nifty selection for admirers of this type of 
material. S.B. 500.00

602  Box of Colonies and Offices Treats. One pizza box 
filled with over eighty picture postcards, items of postal 
stationery, original and reproduced photos, assorted il-
lustrations, maps, etc. Mint and used. Mixed condition, 
with some wear and tear or damage. Impressive variety. 
Photos provide an introduction to the lot. S.B. 400.00

GREAT BRITAIN

603  (20) with vertical Oxford University precancel tied by an 
Oxford numeral/cds. Dual cancel. Cover is faulty, stamp 
is sound. With RPS cert. S.B. 50.00

GREECE

604  Two cartons of modern Greek covers.  Several hundred 
spanning early 1960’s to about 2005.  Dozens upon dozens 
of colorful frankings, interesting rates, etc., all apparently 
addressed to the U.S.  This is an exhibit waiting to happen.  
Offered cheaply. S.B. 150.00

ICELAND

605  Iceland covers are a Scandinavian collectors dream. 
A quality group with a couple First Day present. Most 
of the value is in the stamps. Hundreds of other covers 
pertaining to space exploration along with mini sheets and 
souvenir sheets. A wonderful group that can be formed 
into an exhibit. Well worth viewing. S.B. 400.00

SOUTH AFRICA/ANGOLA

606  Angolan Border Mail fourteen frame cover exhibit 
from 1975 to 1984 which was developed by the South 
African philatelist, William Alexander Page which re-
ceived a silver award at the 1986 Johannesburg Stamp 
Show. Consists of about 285 covers mostly from the South 
African Defense Force (SADF) soldiers and South African 
Police (SAP) units who were based on the Angolan border 
in northern Namibia starting in 1975 and continuing until 
about 1989. Also includes detailed information of SADF 
and SAP censor marks, clippings from the South African 
press, maps, and other ephemera. Very difficult to find and 
unique and hard to assembly in today’s philatelic market. 
Remounting would enhance this selection. S.B. 450.00

SWITZERLAND

607  Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted 
First Flight cover cancelled in Geneva on 12.VIII 1936. 
Sent by rail to Marseilles. Mailed to Sao Paulo, Brazil and 
back stamped there on 17. VIII 1936. S.B. 40.00

VATICAN CITY

608 /FDC Extra-large Vatican cover and FDC lot. Some duplica-
tion for sure but have a look to find the gems for your 
collection. S.B. 300.00

POSTCARDS

UNITED STATES

609 / Midwest states: Dealers stock of over four thousand 
medium to better cards mostly in sleeves and in very good 
condition. Mostly pre linen type depicting street scenes, 
vacation spots, hotels, parks, churches and more. Great 
insight into the heart of the country. Enjoy. S.B. 800.00

610 / Dealer’s stock of nearly 4,000 medium to better cards 
mostly in sleeves. Topicals in alphabetical order includ-
ing some designers. World War I and II, famous people, 
Native Americans, Leap Year, Masons, leather, World 
Exhibitions and more. The majority are pre linen mostly 
different with a few foreign slipping in. Many enjoyable 
items and worth an extended view. S.B. 650.00

611 / Dealer’s stock of nearly 4,000 medium to better cards 
mostly in sleeves. The majority are pre linen types cel-
ebrating holidays, New Year’s Day, Washington’s Birth-
day, St. Patrick’s Day, Fourth of July, etc. Also included 
are sites, art, air craft and more. Wonderful variety in this 
selection. Well worth your time to view. S.B. 650.00

612 / Dealer’s stock of nearly 4,000 medium to better cards 
mostly in sleeves. Topicals in alphabetical order includ-
ing some designers. Buildings, military and commercial 
airplanes, angels, art deco, advertising, animals, and more. 
The majority are pre linen mostly different with a few 
foreign slipping in. Many enjoyable items and worth an 
extended view. S.B. 650.00

613  General Picture Postcard Monstrosity. Gigantic ac-
cumulation of multiple thousands of postcards. Mainly 
1930-2000. Predominantly United States, but some other 
countries and regions represented. Plenty of topics present, 
including art, nature, general views, holidays, vacation 
scenes, famous buildings, architecture, etc. Disorganized, 
but occasionally grouped by state, city, or topic. Many 
printing and design styles noted, e.g., lithos, chromes, RP-
PCs, and much more. Standard, continental, and booklet 
format. Unused or sent through the mail. Clean, collectable 
appearance; many cards in like-new condition. Minimal 
duplication. Also features a used, somewhat dilapidated, 
rusty postcard projector from the early 1900s.  
  S.B. 600.00

614 / Southern states: Dealers stock of about 2,500 medium 
to better cards mostly in sleeves and in very good condi-
tion. Mostly pre linen type depicting street scenes, vaca-
tion spots, hotels, parks, churches and more. A fascinating 
group of the early twentieth century South. Enjoy.  
  S.B. 500.00
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615 / Eastern area states: Dealers stock of about 2,000 me-
dium to better cards mostly in sleeves that are in very 
good condition. Mostly pre linen type depicting street 
scenes, vacation spots, hotels, parks, churches and more. 
A nostalgic view of the way we were. Enjoy 

    S.B. 400.00

616  United States Alaska selection in a banker box. Owner’s 
count of 825+ postally used and unused postcards mainly 
from the 1910s to 1960s having minimal duplication and 
overall, in excellent condition. Numerous streets, city, 
occupation scenes as well as ships, advertising, railroad, 
1912 volcanic ash damage etc. Four aluminum and 150 
+ real photos cards are included in the total. Good pick-
ings. S.B. 300.00

617 / Western states: Dealers stock of around 1,500 me-
dium to better cards mostly in sleeves and in very good 
condition. Mostly pre linen types depicting street scenes, 
vacation spots, hotels, parks, churches and more. Items 
of interest are the cards of the 1906 earthquake in San 
Francisco. Well worth your time to view. S.B. 300.00

618 / Dealers stock of over 1,700 medium to better cards 
mostly in sleeves and in particularly good condition. 
Mostly pre linen type depicting street scenes, vacation 
spots, holidays (see images), churches and more. There 
are many post card packets included. Well worth your 
time to view. S.B. 300.00

619  Eclectic assortment from the early 1900s to the 1990s 
in four cartons. Involves roughly 750 Golden Age, linen, 
and chrome postcards as well as some worldwide. Spotted 
some interesting Golden Age Midwest. Also incorporates 
souvenir pages and bureau cards still in envelopes from 
the 1970s to 1990s plus a neat bureau card album partially 
filled. Taking a ride along are four albums of United 
Nations FDCs, some US FDC postal stationery, and cov-
ers. S.B. 250.00

620  Every Which Way in the Prairie State. Three boxes 
filled with hundreds and hundreds of postcards from 
across Illinois. Features Chicago scenes, small town busi-
ness district views, parks, famous buildings, rural idylls, 
etc. Mixture of posted and unposted material, with many 
different time periods, design styles, and printing types 
represented. Mixed condition, with some duplication. A 
semi-sorted lot with some surprises. Illinois charm at its 
best. S.B. 200.00

621  All Aboard!  Two banker boxes loaded with hundreds 
and hundreds of train-themed picture postcards. 
Semi-organized in binders, envelopes, and plastic boxes. 
Predominantly from the United States, but some foreign 
material included. Depots, locomotives, passenger cars, 
tracks, streetcars, etc. strongly represented. Mixture of 
posted and unposted cards, with most in like-new condi-
tion. Reasonable duplication. Ideal for the train enthusi-
ast. S.B. 150.00

622  United States complete set of fifty different 1915 
Construction of the Panama Canal unused postcards in a 
binder. Neat and historical. S.B. 50.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN

623  Collector-Created Postcard Holding. Personal collec-
tion of over 12,000 U.S. and general foreign postcards, 
early twentieth century to 1990s. Seems to be sixty 
percent U.S. and forty percent foreign, with an almost 
even distribution of mailed and unmailed cards. Stan-
dard, continental, and oversized. Features lithos, RPPCs, 
chromes, linens, and more. Clean, collectable appearance; 
many cards in like-new condition. Much of the material 
is housed in albums of various types. Semi-organized by 
topic or location. Includes street scenes, famous build-
ings, landmarks, famous people, nature, transportation, 
and more. We noticed many desirable cards filed between 
common ones. Also contains an album of around 650 
baseball cards and a small accumulation of greetings cards 
and personal mementos. Take a look and place a bid.  
  S.B. 1000.00

624  Exciting Consignment Balance. One large box filled 
with over 1,100 assorted worldwide postcards in six 
binders and one postcard box. Posted or unposted. Topics 
include France WWI, pretty women, WWI, expositions, 
Texas, advertising, RPPCs, Hutchinson (Kansas), Canal 
Zone, Guam, Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico. Primarily 
first half of twentieth century. Mixed condition, but most 
cards are clean and collectable. Many design types and 
printing format present. Some duplication, especially of 
the Kansas cards. Plenty of unusual and useful cards. Good 
source for retail stock. S.B. 200.00

625  Worldwide Postcard Accumulation. Around 1,500 
mixed U.S. and foreign picture postcards. Predomi-
nantly post-WWI period to 1960s. Includes mainly stan-
dard and a few continental postcards as well as a handful 
of booklets. Noticed chromes, lithos, RPPCs. Mailed and 
unmailed. Several countries and topics represented. Mixed 
condition. Contains some welcome surprises.  
  S.B. 200.00

GENERAL FOREIGN

626 / Dealer’s stock of about 3,500 medium to better cards 
mostly in sleeves. The majority are pre linen types from 
around the world. Sites and buildings abound and there 
are many photograph cards. From Gibraltar to Japan, and 
Italy to Paris you will enjoy the variety. Wonderful variety 
in this selection and well worth your time to view.  
  S.B. 550.00

2023 AUCTION SCHEDULE
MAY 13/14, 2023

AUGUST 19/20, 2023
NOVEMBER 11/12, 2023

                 If you have material you would like 
to sell or consign to a future sale 
please contact our office and we 
will be more than happy to assist.
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Rasdale Stamp Company
35 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL  60559-1127
Phone 630-794-9900 • Fax 630-794-9958
Website: www.RasdaleStamps.com

454th Public Auction
Session One: Saturday, February 18, 2023 9:00am

Session Two: Sunday, February 19, 2023 9:00am

Below are my bids for this auction. The prices are my limit for each lot, it being understood that Rasdale Stamp Company will 
purchase for me each lot at one bid over the second highest bid.
I have read the conditions of sale and agree to same       Signed:

Shipping address if other than above: Philatelic References:

Name:

Address:

Phone:

email Address:
Fed-Ex Ground OK, for large shipments (street address 
and telephone number please)
Recommended when bidding on collection lots

Pre-auction bidding for the 454th Public Auction can be executed by mail, fax, website, or phone 
until 5:00 p.m., (CST) Friday, February 17th, 2023.

OPENING BIDS ARE POSTED AND UPDATED ON OUR WEBSITE
A 16% Premium will be added to the hammer price

LOTLOTLOTLOT BIDBIDBIDBID

Information concerning the public auction will be available Wednesday February 22, 10:00am (CST)
Prices Realized will be posted to our website Monday February 20, 2:00pm (CST)

Checks drawn on a foreign banks are subject to a $10 
service charge.

You may increase my bids the following percentage if necs-
sary to win a lot (circle one)

10%                   20%                   30%
I understand that bids increased will be reduced to conform to 

normal bidding intervals

Please limit my total purchases to:
$
(not including the Buyer’s Premium)

Note: Limits of less that $300 are 
respectfully declined

Charge my purchase to Visa              MasterCard

Account No:

Expiration Date:                 /

VNN No:
(Last 3 numbers on the back of the credit card)

Signed:
When paying by credit card the address on the bid sheet 
must be the same as it appears on your credit card statement.


